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The Leica GS18 T tilt compensated GNSS RTK rover was released by Leica Geosystems in 2018. 
This unit was the first tilt compensated rover to use an Inertial Navigation System (INS) to 
produce the tilt solution. This should allow the unit to operate free from magnetic interference 
and allow large tilt angles only limited by signals from satellites.  
 
Leica tested the GS18 T and presented the results in a white paper and International Federation 
of Surveyors (FIG) conference paper (Luo et al 2018a & 2018b), introducing some claims about 
the unit. The claims of the papers were firstly, that the Leica GS18 T is immune to magnetic 
interference. Second, the unit can be use at tilt angles larger than 30° with a three-dimensional 
coordinate quality of approximately 20mm. Third, that the Leica GS18 T has a higher accuracy 
in strong multipath environments than previous GNSS rovers. Finally, that the unit can locate 
points hidden beneath objects and near buildings.  
 
A thorough literature review into the technologies of the Leica GS18 T and alternatives to it found 
that an independent evaluation of the Leica GS18 T has not been performed. This dissertation 
sought to replicate their testing and test their claims. 
 
In this project, tests were conducted over a permanent survey mark (PSM) and a control mark 
placed for testing with known coordinates. The testing involved collecting data from the Leica 
GS18 T and the Topcon HiPer HR, a magnetometer-based tilt compensated rover used for 
comparison purposes, using the known marks as control. Then the results were compared with 
the control and each other to test the claims.  
 
The claims of the Leica GS18 T were mostly supported by the results of the research and some 
areas for further work and research were found. 
 
The benefit of this dissertation is producing a robust and repeatable independent evaluation of the 
Leica GS18 T, that can be used a baseline for future testing and highlight areas that need attention 
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GNSS  Global Navigation Satellite System  
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1.1 Problem Statement 
 
In 2018, Leica Geosystems released the Leica GS18 T, a tilt compensated Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) Real Time Kinematic (RTK) Rover, that uses a combination of advanced 
technologies to allow the instrument to be used at tilt angles beyond 30° while maintaining a 
three-dimensional accuracy of less than 20mm (Luo et al. 2018a; Luo et al. 2018b). The unit uses 
an integrated GNSS/Inertial Navigation System (INS) that uses Micro-electro-mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) instead of magnetometers to compensate 
tilt. The large tilt angle and lack of magnetometer-based compensation means that the unit can be 
used to locate obstructed points in areas with magnetic interference. Although the developer, 
Leica Geosystems, has published a white paper (Luo et al. 2018b) as proof of concept for the 
device, independent evaluation is still needed to confirm the efficacy of this new technology. The 
purpose of this project is to research and perform an independent evaluation of the claims of Leica 




The aim of this dissertation is to critically analyse and test the claims of Leica Geosystems 
regarding the GS18 T, that it: 
 
1. Is immune to magnetic interference. 
 
2. Can be used at tilt angles above 30°, with a 3D position accuracy of ~20mm.  
 
3. Has higher accuracy in high multipath environments than previous GNSS. 
 
4. Can locate points hidden beneath objects (such as cars) and near buildings. 
 
The Luo et al. (2018b) white paper also covers the increased efficiency of the device, which is 





• Perform a literature review into: 
 










▪ Advanced GNSS Signal Tracking. 
 
o The standards: 
 
▪ Intergovernmental Committee for Surveying and Mapping (ICSM). 
 
o Testing methods. 
 
• Test the GS18 T claims: 
 
o Immunity to magnetic interference. 
 
o Tilt angle of greater than 30° with a 3D accuracy of less than 20mm. 
 
o Operation in high multipath environment is better than conventional GNSS RTK 
Rovers. 
 
o Locating marks obstructed (under cars and close to buildings). 
 
• Analyse the results. 
 








The basis of this project is an International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) Congress 2018 
conference paper (Luo et al. 2018a) and the Leica GS18 T white paper (Luo et al. 2018b), these 
papers are similar and contain the claims and proof of concept that this project seeks to 
independently test and analyse. In these papers, the authors identify that the tilt compensated 
solutions prior to the GS18 T were sensitive to magnetic interference, needed to be calibrated 
before use and were limited to a tilt angle range of 15 degrees. Using INS technologies from 
aviation and marine navigation, Dusha (2017) developed the integrated GNSS/INS system and 
method used in the GS18 T to accurately measure to the point of the pole on the ground, rather 
than the antenna phase centre at the top of the pole, without using magnetometers to measure the 
attitude and velocity of the pole. Leica then integrated the device into the GS18 T.  
 
The claims in both papers (Luo et al. 2018a; Luo et al. 2018b) are that the Leica GS18 T: 
 
1. Is immune to magnetic interference. 
 
2. Can be used at tilt angles above 30°, with a 3D position accuracy of ~20mm.  
 
3. Has higher accuracy in high multipath environments than previous GNSS. 
 
4. Can locate points hidden beneath objects (such as cars) and near buildings. 
 
The tests undertaken by Luo et al. (2018a) in the conference paper included testing the accuracy 
of the tilt compensation, comparing tilt compensated with conventional GNSS in a high multipath 
environment, comparing the IMU-based compensation and magnetometer-based compensation 
and testing the performance at large tilt angles. Luo et al. (2018a) used a conventional rover, 
‘Rover A’, and a magnetometer-based tilt compensated rover, ‘Rover B’, for comparison during 
their testing. The makes and models of Rover A and Rover B were not stated in the conference 
paper or white paper. 
 
After searching the literature, no subsequent research regarding the Leica GS18 T has been found. 






2.2 Magnetometer-based Tilt-Compensated GNSS RTKs 
 
The Leica GS18 T is not the only tilt compensated GNSS RTK, but at the time of writing Leica 
are the only manufacturer with a solely IMU-based tilt compensation. The two main competitors 
are Trimble Inc. (Trimble) and Topcon Corporation (Topcon). The Trimble R10 uses Trimble 
SurePoint™ (Thompson 2012) and the Topcon HiPer HR uses Topcon Integrated Leveling 
Technology (TILT™) (Topcon 2019a). Both devices have a three-axis eCompass in addition to a 
six-axis IMU, for their tilt compensation. An eCompass is an electric compass that uses a 
combination of accelerometers (for tilt compensation) and magnetometers (for geomagnetic field 
detection) to give a tilt-compensated magnetic heading and can be found in devices such as the 
GNSS rovers and smartphones (Pedley 2012; Topcon 2019a). The solutions in the GNSS 
receivers are limited to a tilt angle of 15 degrees and are susceptible to magnetic interference. 
These alternatives both have the issues that the GS18 T claims to solve – their limited tilt angle 
and sensitivity to magnetic interference. 
 
2.2.1 Topcon HiPer HR 
 
The Topcon HiPer HR is Topcon’s tilt compensated GNSS RTK rover (see Figure 2.4 for an 
image of the HiPer HR). The HiPer HR uses TILT™ for its tilt compensation solution. TILT™ 
Figure 2:1 - Leica GS18 T (C.R. Kennedy 
2019) 







The alternative tilt compensated rovers to the Leica GS18 T currently only use a magnetometer-
based tilt compensation solution. Both manufacturers suggest that their tilt compensation 
solutions can be used to maintain the pole verticality and introduce legal traceability to the attitude 
of the pole for the user (Thompson 2012; Topcon 2019a). The units allow a limited amount of tilt 
for accessing and locating points (primarily in topographic surveys, not control surveys). The 
advantages of the Leica GS18 T are similar; it allows for the pole verticality to be adjusted for the 
user and adds legal traceability to the pole level (though the amount of tilt that can be applied is 
higher). Leica also suggests that the GS18 T tilt when recording obstructed points be limited to 
topographic surveys, and not used for static control (Leica Geosystems 2017). 
 
2.3 Accuracy of GS18 T Tilt Compensation Test 
 
The testing used to determine the accuracy of the tilt compensation by Luo et al. (2018a) was 
performed using the Leica GS18 T on a 1.8m pole, with the assumption that the pole was rigid. 
‘Assuming the pole is a rigid body, the error in the tilt compensated pole tip position is mainly 
attributed to the GNSS position error and to the INS attitude error’ (Luo et al. 2018a). The authors 
used a laser tracking system as reference for their pole tip position during testing, as illustrated in 
Figure 2:6. 
 




2.4 Inertial Navigation Systems 
 
Inertial navigation systems (INS) are a combination of IMU and a navigational processor allowing 
for a navigation system that, once calibrated, can operate free from external sources. INS have 
previously been used in aviation, guided weapons and marine navigation and are increasingly 
being used as an integrated system with GNSS, along with filtering algorithms to provide 
navigation solutions when GNSS signals are lost (e.g. when driving through tunnels). One issue, 
however, is that the solutions can deviate quickly from the GNSS solution when the signal is lost, 
depending on the filter used (Groves 2013; Yang et al. 2014). 
 
2.4.1 Inertial Measurement Units and Inertial Sensors 
 
Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) are made up of a combination of inertial sensors, normally 
three accelerometers (for acceleration in three directions) and three gyroscopes (for rotation in 
three directions). The combination of inertial sensors allows the attitude and rotation of the object 
to be determined (Groves 2013). Accelerometers measure force along a single sensitive axis. 
Gyroscopes measure angular rate about a single axis. Some IMUs are also paired with a 
magnetometer, to create an eCompass, to allow the object’s orientation from magnetic north and 
a solution to geodetic north to be created, as used by the Topcon and Trimble rovers for their tilt 
compensation solutions (Thompson 2012; Topcon 2019a).  
 
 
Figure 2:6 - 3D root mean square (rms) error of the pole tip position due to the INS attitude error by 
using a laser-based measurement system as a reference (pole length: 1.800m, tilt bin width: 2 degrees). 
(Luo et al. 2018a) 
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2.4.2 Micro-electro-mechanical Systems 
 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are miniaturised versions of mechanical and 
electro-mechanical components that can be etched into silicon and quartz, for use in devices such 
as the magnetometer, IMU and INS that are used in the tilt compensated rovers. The MEMS allow 
small, light and inexpensive components in modern devices. The MEMS used in the rover would 
most likely be a strapdown type that is fixed to the INS casing (Groves 2013). 
 
2.4.3 INS Integration 
 
The system used in the Leica GS18 T is an integrated INS/GNSS that enables the GNSS to give 
the INS position and velocity. The integrated system is then processed by the Leica Captivate 
software. The application of an integrated INS/GNSS allows the Leica GS18 T to have tilt angle 
limited only by the strength of the signal and the available satellites (Luo et al. 2018a).  
 
2.5 IMU Compensation vs Magnetometer Compensation Test 
 
Luo et al. (2018a) performed testing to compare the GS18 T with Rover B (a magnetometer-based 
survey-grade GNSS smart antenna). In order to compare the IMU-based compensation with 
magnetometer-based compensation, a site with magnetic interference was selected. The site was 
a carpark with a known survey mark. One hundred 1-second static RTK measurements of this 
known point in a carpark were taken by the GS18 T and Rover B. The testing found Rover B was 
affected by magnetic disturbances, but the GS18 T was not.  
 
2.6 Advanced GNSS Signal Tracking 
 
In order to have accurate tilt compensation, advanced signal tracking is required to maintain a 
solution when the pole is not vertical (see Figure 2:7) (Luo et al. 2018a). All GNSS receivers 
require signals from satellites to create a positional solution. Once a signal been acquired the 
signals are then tracked to maintain the solution (Inside GNSS 2011). The latest GNSS receivers 
use measurement engines that can track signals from all available and upcoming GNSS systems 
including GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS, NavIC (Trimble Inc 2018a; Topcon 2019a). 
To maintain an accurate solution the signals must be filtered for multipath and noise, so the Leica 
GS18 T uses a high-performance patch antenna (Figure 2:8a) and measurement engine (ME7) 







2.6.1 Multipath Error and Corrections 
 
Multipath error occurs when the GNSS rover receives a signal that has been reflected off objects 
in the area surrounding the rover (normally a building) and the GNSS does not filter the signal 
error, leading to an incorrect reading (ICSM PCG 2014a). An effective way of dealing with 
multipath error is to minimise the chance of multipath occurring by selecting appropriate sites 
and setting an elevation mask to exclude signals coming from below a certain elevation. GNSS 
receivers have also been designed to lower the chance of rogue signals reaching the antenna by 
employing ground planes, metal disks to stop signals reflected off the ground and other objects 
being received by the antenna (USQ 2018).  
Figure 2:7 - ‘Decrease in the elevation angle of the incoming GNSS signal when 
tilting a pole away from satellite (α: satellite elevation angle for a vertical pole, β: 
satellite elevation angle for a tilted pole, t: tilt angle).’ (Luo et al. 2018a) 
Figure 2:8 - Antenna radiation pattern optimization (a) Concept with spiral shaped 
peripheral parasitic circular array loadings (Yang and Freestone, 2016), (b) 
Antenna radiation pattern for the L1 frequency at 1575.42 MHz. 
(Luo et al. 2018a)` 
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2.7 Tilt Compensation with High Multipath Error Test 
 
In the study by Luo et al. (2018a), the tilt compensation was tested by locating a known survey 
mark near the base of a building clad in metal. The building was selected for the high probability 
of multipath error and to demonstrate the GS18 T’s immunity to magnetic interference. The mark 
was then located 200 times using the instantaneous measure function on the Leica and Rover A, 
with different satellite geometries. Though not stated in the paper, it is assumed that all available 
satellite constellations would have been used, to take advantage of ME7 and ensure best results. 
The results were then tested for the availability of RTK fixed solutions, accuracy and reliability 
against the known point. Reliability was calculated as ‘the percentage that the position error was 




2.8 Test of Leica GS18 T at Large Tilt Angles 
 
Leica tested the performance of the GS18 T at large tilt angles by locating a known mark 
obstructed by a parked car 100 times using instantaneous measurements with tilt angles between 
36 and 56 degrees. The method of how data was processed is not discussed, nor is it stated whether 
the measurements were taken from the same initialisation, making it difficult for future studies to 
replicate and repeat accurately. Figure 2:10 a) shows the test site and b) shows the results of the 
test. 
 
Figure 2:9 - RTK positioning test in a strong multipath environment (pole 
length: 1.800 m) (a) Survey marker near a building with metal facades, (b) 







This literature review summarises what is required to make tilt compensated GNSS RTK rovers 
function, the limitations involved with the solutions and how Luo et al. (2018a) tested the GS18 T. 
The main limitations of the magnetometer-based systems is that their tilt angle is limited to 15° 
and that they are sensitive to magnetic interference (Thompson 2012; Topcon 2019a). The Leica 
GS18 T claims to be immune to magnetic interference, has a tilt angle of 30° or greater with a 3D 
accuracy of less than 20mm (only limited by satellite availability), and functionality in high 
multipath environments. The result of these combined claims is the ability to locate obstructed 
points near buildings or below vehicles (Luo et al. 2018a). The tests described in the literature 
review show a rigorous test of the equipment and will therefore form the base of this project’s 
methodology. Some parts of the testing were incompletely described and so this project will seek 
to provide a comprehensive independent test of the Leica GS18 T’s functionality.   
Figure 2:10 - 3D position errors and CQ from instantaneous measurements with large tilt angles 






This project independently tested the claims of the Leica GS18 T. To examine these claims 
several tests were undertaken using empirical techniques. The main way of testing was replication 
of the testing undertaken in the Leica GS18 T conference paper (Luo et al. 2018a) and white paper 
(Luo et al. 2018b). The claims of the testing were that the Leica GS18 T: 
 
1. Is immune to magnetic interference. 
 
2. Can be used at tilt angles above 30°, with a 3D position accuracy of ~20mm.  
 
3. Has higher accuracy in high multipath environments than previous GNSS. 
 
4. Can locate points hidden beneath objects (such as cars) and near buildings. 
 
The tests that were replicated included testing the accuracy of the tilt compensation, comparing 
tilt compensated with conventional GNSS in a high multipath environment, comparing the IMU-
based compensation and magnetometer-based compensation and testing the performance at large 
tilt angles. During the comparison tests, the GNSS rovers used were the:   
 
• Leica GS18 T, 
 
• Trimble R2, and 
 
• Topcon HiPer HR. 
 
The sites and marks used for testing were near or on the University of Southern Queensland 
Springfield campus. All permanent survey marks (PSM) used had a Form 6 with known 
coordinates and positional uncertainty, so that the information recorded in the project could be 
compared to the Form 6 information. 
  
13 
3.2 Accuracy of GS18 T Tilt Compensation 
 
The assumption that if the pole is rigid then the error is isolated to the GNSS position error and 
INS attitude error, as mentioned by Luo et al. (2018a) in the literature review, was used in the 
methodology for this project. Leica used a laser tracking system as reference for their pole tip 
position during testing, though access to a laser tracking system was beyond the scope of this 
project. An alternative was not used to measure the tilt of the pole, so the assumption that Leica’s 
testing was robust and correct was used in the later tests. A fixed length 2-metre carbon fibre pole 




The equipment used in the testing was the Leica GS18 T, Topcon HiPer HR and Trimble R2.  
 
3.3.1 Leica GS18 T 
 
The Leica CS20 controller was used with the GS18 T and HxGN SmartNet Aus for the GS18 T 
observations. The Leica GS18 T can use 555 channels for signal tracking (Leica Geosystems 
2017). 
 
3.3.2 Topcon HiPer HR 
 
The Topcon FC-5000 controller was used with HiPer HR and AllDay RTK to record the HiPer 
HR observations. The HiPer HR was used without the tilt solution for the conventional GNSS 
RTK test. The HiPer HR was used with the tilt solution outside of the manufacturer’s 
specifications to test the difference between a magnetometer-based tilt solution and an INS-based 
tilt solution. The Topcon HiPer HR can use 452 channels for signal tracking (Topcon 2019a). 
 
3.3.3 Trimble R2 
 
The Trimble TSC3 controller was used with the R2 for static observations on some of the marks 
used to get a position for the screw described in section 3.4.2. The Trimble R2 can use 222 




3.4.1 Site 1: PSM189287 
 
The PSM was a Datum mark with known coordinates and uncertainty. The mark also had a 




3.4.2 Site 2: Screw in Concrete 
 
The screw was placed in the concrete 100mm off the wall in an alley between a two-storey 
building and a concrete block structure surrounding a pad mounted substation. The screw was 
initially located by static observations that were sent to AUSPOS. However, the results were 
determined to be unreliable due to a combination of data quality and processing. A traverse by 
total station from known marks was used to put coordinates on the screw, due to time constraints 
the elevation was derived from the same traverse. Site 2 was used as the site of Test 1. 
 
Figure 3:2 - Location of Site 1: PSM189287 (Queensland Government 2019) 
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that also had the potential to create magnetic interference. Coordinates for the mark were 




The testing used the instantaneous measurement function on the Leica GS18 T and the Topcon 
HiPer HR (with HiPer HR tilt solution turned off) to record 100 points on the mark. Initially the 
Trimble R2 was going to be tested as well though it could not initialise in the difficult site, so it 
was not used. 
 
3.5.2 Test 2: Magnetic Interference Test 
 
This project aimed to replicate the test in Luo et al. (2018a) that located a known mark in a carpark 
by locating a mark (Site 1) between two parked cars. The mark was again located 100 times by 
the Leica GS18 T and the Topcon HiPer HR, both using their tilt solution. The 100 shots were a 
mixture of vertical and tilted shots, with the tilt in the direction parallel with and perpendicular to 
the cars. 






3.6 Data Collection 
 
The software Leica Infinity was used to process the Leica raw data, Magnet Office was used to 
process the Topcon raw data and Trimble Business Center was used to process the Trimble raw 











• Tilt angle. 
 
• Tilt direction (Leica). 
 
• Tilt heading (Topcon). 
 
• Leica accuracy (1D CQ, 2D CQ, 3D QC & SD). 
 
• Topcon accuracy (HRMS & VRMS). 
Figure 3:6 - Testing tilt angle by locating PSM at 60° 
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The CSVs were then merged into one Microsoft Excel spreadsheet so that the points’ coordinates 




The claims of the Leica GS18 T were tested as described in this methodology. The primary 
equipment used for the testing were the Leica GS18 T and the Topcon HiPer HR. The locations 
of the test sites were in and around the University of Southern Queensland Springfield Campus. 
The marks used both had known coordinates and uncertainty to allow for robust comparisons to 
be made. The results were then analysed by a process decided from a review of the literature and 
through consultation with the project supervisor. The known marks had a Form 6 and the accuracy 






The previous chapter detailed how the testing was carried out and how the data was collected. 
This section will describe how the data collected was processed and how analyses of the results 
were produced.  
 
The aim of this chapter is to present the data collected in the three tests by processing the data and 
creating scatter plots for ease of visual comparison and statistical analysis of the coordinate 
quality and error uncertainty. 
 
The majority of the analyses in this section were carried out in Microsoft Excel after the data was 
processed in Leica Infinity and Magnet Office. 
 
4.2 Data Analysis 
 
All of the testing for this project was carried out using MGA grid coordinates and GDA94 
ellipsoid heights. After the raw data was extracted from the Leica GS18 T it was processed using 
Leica Infinity, and the Topcon HiPer HR raw data was processed using Magnet Office. The data 
was then transferred into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for comparison. The two manufacturers 
use different measures for deviation and coordinate quality, therefore these were converted to 
uncertainty using the ICSM guidelines so that comparisons could be made. 
 
 
Figure 4:1 - Circular confidence region calculation (ICSM PCG 2014b) 
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Once the uncertainty was calculated, graphs showing the comparison were generated in Microsoft 
Excel. Scatter plots were generated to show the point locations relative to the control marks. 
 
4.3 The Results 
 
To create the scatter plots and charts in this section the raw data was extracted from Leica Infinity 
and Magnet Office as CSV files and then the relevant information from both units was combined 
into one file using Microsoft Excel. The scatter plots have been selected to provide a clear method 
of visualising the differences in each unit from the control coordinates.  
 
4.3.1 Test 1: Strong Multipath Test Results 
 
The Trimble R2 was originally going to be used for testing, though it was unable to initialise 
and was therefore excluded from testing. Figure 4.2 shows the initial plot of the points from the 
strong multipath test. In these points there was an outlier in the Leica GS18 T data due to the tilt 
solution not being applied during the testing. The lack of tilt solution means the coordinates 
were recorded at the antenna not at the pole tip. This outlier can be seen in the top left of Figure 
4:2. The outlier was not included in the statistical analysis as it did not have the tilt solution that 









Horizontal (m) 0.034 0.004 0.008 




Horizontal (m) 0.036 0.005 0.009 
Vertical (m) 0.059 0.010 0.020 
Table 4:2 - Horizontal and Vertical Accuracy Uncertainty  
(SD=Standard deviation; CI=Confidence interval) 
 
The differences in uncertainty show the Leica GS18 T having a smaller mean and variance than 
the Topcon HiPer HR. This may be an indicator that the differences in coordinates are due to the 
tilt of the unit rather that its accuracy. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) illustrated in 



























Horizontal Accuracy Uncertainty CDF
Leica GS18 T Topcon HiPer HR
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Figure 4:5 - Cumulative Distribution Function of Vertical Accuracy Uncertainty 
 
The comparison between the positional error of the two units in Table 4:4 is similar, which may 
indicate that the wider scatter of the Leica GS18 T in Table 4:2 is due to the tilt solution drifting 
























Vertical Accuracy Uncertainty CDF








Horizontal (m) 0.019 0.002 0.005 




Horizontal (m) 0.033 0.044 0.085 
Vertical (m) 0.022 0.003 0.005 
Table 4:4 - Horizontal and Vertical accuracy uncertainty  
(SD=Standard deviation; CI=Confidence interval) 
 
Focussing on the differences in horizontal uncertainty, Table 4.4 shows significant differences in 
the sample standard deviation of the units’ uncertainties. The Leica GS18 T had a SD of 2mm 
with 95% CI of 5mm. The Topcon had a SD of 44mm and a 95% CI of 85mm. 
 
 
Figure 4:9 - Cumulative Distribution Function of Horizontal Accuracy Uncertainty 
The cumulative distribution function in Figure 4:9 reflects Table 4:4 with the effects of the 
magnetic interference disturbing the Topcon HiPer HR and not affecting the Leica GS18 T. The 
results of Table 4:4 and the unexplained differences of Figure 4:8 are reflected in Figure 4:10, 

















Horizontal Accuracy Uncertainty CDF
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results of this test show that the Leica GS18 T was not affected by the magnetic interference while 
the magnetometer based HiPer HR was. The third test sought to test the limits of the Leica GS18 T 
tilt accuracy and ability to locate hidden marks. The results of this test showed the mean for the 
3D coordinate quality was 21mm with a standard deviation of 5mm at 1 sigma, including the 








This chapter will discuss the results found during the testing of the Leica GS18 T. The main 
claims being tested in this project from the papers by Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b) were that the 
Leica GS18 T: 
 
1. Is immune to magnetic interference. 
 
2. Can be used at tilt angles above 30°, with a 3D position accuracy of ~20mm.  
 
3. Has higher accuracy in high multipath environments than previous GNSS. 
 
4. Can locate points hidden beneath objects (such as cars) and near buildings. 
 
The following sections will discuss the results of the testing for each claim. 
 
5.2 Discussion and Comments on Results 
 
This section discusses and comments on the results of this project’s testing. The testing method 
was covered in Section 3.5.  
 
5.2.1 Test 1: Strong Multipath Test 
 
The aim of Test 1 was to test the effect of strong multipath on the Leica GS18 T and compare it 
to a GNSS receiver without tilt compensation. Chapter 3 covers the methodology of the testing 
and the limitations of the receivers. The Leica GS18 T is able to use 555 channels for tracking 
signals and the results from Chapter 4 showed that the unit accuracy was good throughout the 
test. The Topcon HiPer HR is able to use 452 channels and the results from Chapter 4 showed 
that the unit accuracy was good, though as the testing went on the accuracy got worse. The 
Trimble R2 is able to use 222 channels for signal tracking but was unable to initialise in the 
difficult test site and was not used in testing.  
 
When looking at the scatter plot for Test 1, the results show that even though the Leica GS18 T 
unit maintained a better accuracy the points are more spread out than the Topcon HiPer HR. The 
Topcon HiPer HR maintained a vertical attitude during the testing using a bipod while the Leica 
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GS18 T was tilted towards the open sky and away from the wall. The results may indicate that 
the tilt solution was degrading as the test went on. One of the Leica GS18 T points was 400mm 
from the mean because it was not able to use the tilt solution. The tilt error was not able to be 
downloaded from the unit and so could not be verified.  
 
Future tests should look at better control and monitoring for INS drift and errors, and compare 
the Leica GS18 T tilted against vertical in the same test. The testing did show that modern GNSS 
receivers work better than previous generations of receivers in very strong multipath. Test 1 also 
showed that the Leica GS18 T maintained a better unit accuracy than the other unit with a wider 
point grouping, likely due to the tilt solution. 
 
5.2.2 Test 2: Magnetic Interference Test 
 
The aim of Test 2 was to look at the effect of magnetic interference on the Leica GS18 T (INS 
based tilt) and the Topcon HiPer HR (magnetometer-based tilt). The Topcon HiPer HR was used 
outside of the manufacturer’s specifications for the purpose of comparison. The testing 
methodology was covered in Chapter 3 and the results are covered in Chapter 4. 
 
The results of the testing found that the Leica GS18 T was not affected by the magnetic 
interference. The magnetometer-based Topcon HiPer HR mostly acted as expected with error 
spikes when leant against the cars. The vertical uncertainties results displayed unexpected 
behaviour, with the Topcon HiPer HR vertical uncertainty better than both the Leica GS18 T and 
its own horizontal uncertainty. The reason for the unexpected behaviour is not known; the data 
was checked multiple times (as the data could have been swapped) but was found to be correct. 
The behaviour of magnetometer vertical error could be another place for future research. The 
Leica GS18 T behaved more as would be expected in this test. 
 
5.2.3 Test 3: High Tilt Angle Test 
 
The aim of Test 3 was to test the performance of the Leica GS18 T at tilt angles of 30° or larger. 
This test also looked at the ability to locate obstructed points. The testing methodology for this 
test was covered in Chapter 3 and the results of this test were presented in Chapter 4. 
 
While recording points for the testing the Leica GS18 T 3D CQ was increasing during the testing 
until point 26, when a drift in the points was noticed on the CS20 screen. The drift was likely 
because of INS drift and was remedied by moving the antenna more while keeping the pole tip 
on the point. As can be seen in Figure 4:12 the 3D CQ immediately reduced to be similar to the 
manufacturer’s claims. The sample of 102 tilt angles from 23° to 61° (mean 31°) had a 3D CQ 
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mean of 21mm, with a minimum of 17mm and a maximum of 30mm. The results of this test were 
similar to the claims by Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b) that the Leica GS18 T is capable of 
maintaining a 3D CQ of 20mm at tilt angles of 30°. Similar to Test 1, a better method of avoiding 
INS drift while occupying a point for testing should be investigated.  
 
The scatter plot in Figure 4.11 shows that the points were within 30mm of the control mark and 
grouped with 20mm of each other. This test shows that depending on the accuracy required, a 




The test results described in Chapter 4 have been discussed in the chapter. The discussion covered 
how the results relate to the claims made by Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b). The following chapter 








The aim of this project was to independently evaluate the Leica GS18 T and test the claims of 
Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b) specifically that the Leica GS18 T: 
 
1. Is immune to magnetic interference. 
 
2. Can be used at tilt angles above 30°, with a 3D position accuracy of ~20mm.  
 
3. Has higher accuracy in high multipath environments than previous GNSS. 
 
4. Can locate points hidden beneath objects (such as cars) and near buildings. 
 
The testing as laid out in Chapter 3 sought to replicate the testing of Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b) 
in a robust and repeatable manner. The results of the testing were covered in Chapter 4 and they 




The benefits of this research are that there is now an independent evaluation of the Leica GS18 T, 
the first INS based tilt compensated rover. The testing used in this project can be used as a baseline 
to test future INS based equipment and highlight areas that require extra attention. This 
independent evaluation could also help in decision making when purchasing new equipment. The 
project mostly supports the claims of the Leica GS18 T and shows avenues for future research. 
 
6.3 Further Work 
 
6.3.1 Test with Better Control for INS Drift 
 
During the testing of the Leica GS18 T an issue that occurred in Test 1 and Test 2 was that the 
occupations of the marks were affected by INS drift due to the solution being movement based 
and the tests being stationary. This meant that the unit had to be moving constantly to maintain 
the tilt solution, which may have affected the testing. Future testing could either look at ways to 
maintain the solution better, such how much wobble the antenna needs to maintain a tilt solution. 




6.3.2 Test Magnetic Effects on Magnetometer Vertical Uncertainty  
 
The result of Test 2 had an unexpected behaviour from the Topcon HiPer HR, where the 
magnetometer-based tilt rover was affected by the magnetic interference only on the horizontal, 
with a vertical solution that was very consistent. This consistency may have just been an error in 
the instrument’s solution, though the reason behind the behaviour was not discovered. This could 
be an area for further testing, specifically the effects of magnetic interference on a magnetometer’s 
vertical solution. 
 
6.3.3 Compare the Leica GS18 T with Itself in Strong Multipath 
 
In Test 1 the Leica GS18 T was compared with another non-tilt GNSS rover. The results of the 
test were that the Leica GS18 T point group was more spread out than the vertical unit but 
maintained better accuracy solution throughout the test. Future testing could look at testing the 




In conclusion, an independent evaluation of the Leica GS18 T and the claims made in the white 
paper and FIG conference paper by Luo et al. (2018a & 2018b) was performed.  
 
The first claim was that the Leica GS18 T can operate immune to magnetic interference. The 
testing in this project found that the Leica GS18 T was not affected by magnetic interference from 
large SUVs, even when in contact with the vehicles. The results of this project’s test supported 
the claim. 
 
The second claim was that the Leica GS18 T can operate at tilt angles above 30° whilst 
maintaining a three-dimensional accuracy (3D CQ) of less than 20mm. The testing carried out in 
this project tested the Leica GS18 T at tilt angles from 23° to 61° and found the mean of the 3D 
CQ was 21mm. The smallest 3D CQ was 17mm at 27° of tilt. The largest 3D CQ was 30mm at 
59° of tilt. The results of this test mostly supported the claims, though further testing could be 
performed to determine INS drift effects, magnetic interference on magnetometer vertical solution 
and multipath comparison between a vertical Leica GS18 T and a tilted one. 
 
The third claim was that the Leica GS18 T is more accurate in high multipath environments than 
previous GNSS rovers. The testing for this project compared the Leica GS18 T, tilted, in a strong 
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multipath environment with a vertical conventional GNSS. The result of the testing was that the 
instrument accuracy of the Leica was slightly better than the conventional GNSS rover, but the 
points were less precise due to the tilt. The conventional GNSS rover used was the Topcon HiPer 
HR, a current generation of GNSS rover, as the Trimble R2 from the previous generation of GNSS 
rover was unable to initialise. The results of this are that the Leica GS18 T is more accurate than 
the previous generation of GNSS rover, though it was similar to the current generation. 
 
The fourth claim was that the Leica GS18 T can locate points that are hidden either beneath 
objects or near buildings. In this project the test was carried out as part of Test 3, that same test 
as the second claim The mark was under the front of a car and required a large tilt angle to locate. 
The results of this test mostly supported the claim, though the required accuracy for the point 
would decide whether the marks should be located or not. 
 
The claims of the Leica GS18 T are mostly supported by the results of this project. Though 
continued testing of INS-based tilt compensated GNSS RTK rovers is recommended, as this 
technology is likely be in more GNSS rovers as other manufacturer create similar solutions.  
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Appendix A: Project Specification 
 
ENG4111/4112 Research Project 
Project Specification 
For: Jonathan Smouha 
Title: A Comparison of GNSS RTK Rovers with Tilt Compensation 
Major: Surveying 
Supervisor: Chris McAlister 
Enrolment: ENG4111 – ONC S1, 2019 
ENG4112 – ONC S2, 2019 
Project Aim: To independently test the IMU-based tilt compensation claims of 
the Leica GS18t, by comparing it with alternative tilt-compensated 
GNSS RTK rovers.    
Programme: Version 1.1, 25 March 2019 
1. Perform a Literature review into the operation of GNSS RTK rovers, networks, 
tilt compensation and any testing perform on these (to devise test and 
measurement of success criteria).  
 
2. Research the Leica GS18t and alternative tilt-compensated GNSS RTK rovers. 
 
3. Organise access to equipment and software with relevant groups. 
 
4. Design field test for the tilt limits, magnetic interference, obstructed point 
location and other tests as determined by literature review. As well as find 
appropriate test sites. Carry out field tests. 
 
5. Process the data and analyse the results of the field tests. 
 
6. Compare the results of the testing with the claims of the manufacturer. 
 
If time and resources permit: 












Appendix C: Test 1 Leica GS18 T Excel Spreadsheet 
 
 
E N Ausgeod09 AHD Satellite System Network
Screw In 









Height AHD Tilt Status Tilt [°] Tilt Direction [°
Sensor






Height Vert SU GDOP PDOP HDOP VDOP TDOP
GS_Auto_0009 490867.358 6938005.607 89.659 48.314 -0 031 0 024 -0.014 -0.014 Applied 1 05 12.23 313 25 30 90 342 58 11 56 0.033 0.020 0 026 0 014 0.015 0.035 0 026 0.052 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0010 490867.356 6938005.610 89.654 48.310 -0 033 0 027 -0.019 -0.018 Applied 1 08 22.23 309 17 22 07 348 19 22 54 0.035 0.021 0 028 0 014 0.015 0.037 0 028 0.055 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0011 490867.357 6938005.606 89.653 48.308 -0 033 0 023 -0.020 -0.020 Applied 0 45 35.03 312 17 34 34 351 34 17.18 0.036 0.021 0 029 0 015 0.015 0.037 0 029 0.057 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0012 490867.358 6938005.611 89.664 48.319 -0 031 0 028 -0.010 -0.009 Applied 0 36 00.04 322 16 51.10 357 19 18 03 0.038 0.022 0 031 0 016 0.015 0.038 0 031 0.061 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0013 490867.365 6938005.615 89.659 48.314 -0 024 0 032 -0.014 -0.014 Applied 1 15 05.33 312 30 48 37 359 04 38 01 0.036 0.021 0 029 0 015 0.015 0.037 0 029 0.056 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0014 490867.363 6938005.619 89.654 48.309 -0 026 0 036 -0.019 -0.019 Applied 1 17 00.10 313 07 23 92 359 45 25 81 0.031 0.020 0 024 0 014 0.014 0.034 0 024 0.047 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0015 490867.358 6938005.614 89.648 48.303 -0 031 0 031 -0.025 -0.025 Applied 0 25 38.75 318 28 04.60 359 45 24 33 0.038 0.022 0 031 0 016 0.015 0.038 0 031 0.061 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0016 490867.360 6938005.613 89.650 48.305 -0 029 0 030 -0.023 -0.023 Applied 0 40 17.43 315 48 34 57 358 20 09.41 0.037 0.022 0 030 0 016 0.015 0.038 0 030 0.058 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0017 490867.355 6938005.618 89.654 48.309 -0 034 0 035 -0.019 -0.019 Applied 0 18 38.22 314 55 27 03 358 17 22.65 0.037 0.022 0 030 0 015 0.015 0.037 0 030 0.058 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0018 490867.360 6938005.617 89.650 48.306 -0 029 0 034 -0.023 -0.022 Applied 1 18 54.98 327 12 42 04 357 47 46 91 0.038 0.023 0 031 0 017 0.015 0.039 0 031 0.060 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0019 490867.362 6938005.624 89.665 48.320 -0 027 0 041 -0.008 -0.008 Applied 1 14 12.20 314 26 54 87 3 16 45.45 0.032 0.020 0 025 0 014 0.014 0.035 0 025 0.049 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0020 490867.365 6938005.623 89.651 48.306 -0 024 0 040 -0.022 -0.022 Applied 1 38 46.11 326 37 56.16 2 47 02.62 0.036 0.022 0 029 0 017 0.014 0.038 0 029 0.056 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0021 490867.360 6938005.626 89.655 48.310 -0 029 0 043 -0.018 -0.018 Applied 1 12 52.32 328 22 38.43 0 44 01.65 0.038 0.023 0 031 0 017 0.015 0.039 0 031 0.060 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0022 490867.353 6938005.623 89.653 48.308 -0 036 0 040 -0.020 -0.020 Applied 9 20 34.63 325 41 22 87 3 10 29.79 0.037 0.021 0 031 0 016 0.014 0.036 0 031 0.060 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0023 490867.363 6938005.624 89.643 48.298 -0 026 0 041 -0.030 -0.030 Applied 1 43 00.70 337 53 05 91 2 20 10.76 0.039 0.023 0 031 0 018 0.014 0.040 0 031 0.061 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0024 490867.365 6938005.621 89.662 48.317 -0 024 0 038 -0.011 -0.011 Applied 3 21 36.53 325 26 35.40 3 44 47 81 0.042 0.025 0 034 0 019 0.016 0.043 0 034 0.066 2.9 2.2 1 2 1 9
GS_Auto_0025 490867.365 6938005.619 89.657 48.313 -0 024 0 036 -0.016 -0.015 Applied 3 21 14.72 326 54 41 92 5 37 33.10 0.042 0.025 0 034 0 019 0.016 0.043 0 034 0.066 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0026 490867.375 6938005.609 89.648 48.303 -0 014 0 026 -0.025 -0.025 Applied 4 14 10.51 324 24 40.19 10 27 50.71 0.035 0.023 0 026 0 018 0.015 0.040 0 026 0.052 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0027 490867.369 6938005.618 89.640 48.295 -0 020 0 035 -0.033 -0.033 Applied 3 55 49.85 317 18 27 56 10 30 45 39 0.035 0.023 0 026 0 017 0.016 0.040 0 026 0.052 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0028 490867.376 6938005.616 89.657 48.313 -0 013 0 033 -0.016 -0.015 Applied 3 34 11.27 324 23 22.61 8 28 23.17 0.037 0.024 0 029 0 018 0.015 0.041 0 029 0.057 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0029 490867.377 6938005.616 89.653 48.308 -0 012 0 033 -0.020 -0.020 Applied 3 43 05.32 323 09 40 86 8 15 15 09 0.037 0.024 0 029 0 018 0.016 0.041 0 029 0.057 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0030 490867.372 6938005.620 89.654 48.309 -0 017 0 037 -0.019 -0.019 Applied 3 20 45.40 324 11 58.10 6 25 49.17 0.039 0.024 0 031 0 018 0.016 0.042 0 031 0.061 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0031 490867.060 6938005 986 89.602 48.257 -0 329 0.403 -0.071 -0.071 Not Applied 3 20 36.18 319 52 30.12 4 51 04.61 0.037 0.018 0 033 0 013 0.013 0.031 0 033 0.064 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0032 490867.366 6938005.622 89.648 48.303 -0 023 0 039 -0.025 -0.025 Applied 2 56 15.58 331 18 21 82 2 14 50.67 0.033 0.022 0 025 0 018 0.013 0.038 0 025 0.049 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0033 490867.362 6938005.623 89.655 48.310 -0 027 0 040 -0.018 -0.018 Applied 2 10 14.04 330 38 14.75 1 03 29 01 0.037 0.023 0 030 0 018 0.014 0.040 0 030 0.058 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0034 490867.364 6938005.620 89.651 48.307 -0 025 0 037 -0.022 -0.021 Applied 1 58 48.58 330 11 17 99 1 45 16 00 0.034 0.022 0 027 0 017 0.013 0.037 0 027 0.053 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0035 490867.364 6938005.620 89.666 48.321 -0 025 0 037 -0.007 -0.007 Applied 1 28 51.48 325 12 37 00 1 22 15.45 0.033 0.021 0 026 0 016 0.013 0.036 0 026 0.051 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0036 490867.365 6938005.616 89.654 48.310 -0 024 0 033 -0.019 -0.018 Applied 1 54 30.91 337 19 50.73 0 09 57 82 0.034 0.021 0 027 0 017 0.013 0.037 0 027 0.053 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0037 490867.358 6938005.610 89.651 48.306 -0 031 0 027 -0.022 -0.022 Applied 9 14 24.31 333 12 30.72 358 36 01.66 0.036 0.020 0 029 0 015 0.013 0.035 0 029 0.057 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0038 490867.366 6938005.611 89.633 48.288 -0 023 0 028 -0.040 -0.040 Applied 1 20 13.16 334 12 20 39 6 25 06 00 0.028 0.018 0 022 0 015 0.011 0.032 0 022 0.043 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0039 490867.372 6938005.621 89.660 48.316 -0 017 0 038 -0.013 -0.012 Applied 1 09 33.84 310 45 57 09 7 06 06 86 0.026 0.017 0 020 0 012 0.012 0.029 0 020 0.039 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0040 490867.364 6938005.617 89.654 48.310 -0 025 0 034 -0.019 -0.018 Applied 1 03 45.80 327 17 28 37 9 35 17.11 0.029 0.018 0 023 0 014 0.012 0.031 0 023 0.046 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0041 490867.367 6938005.617 89.662 48.317 -0 022 0 034 -0.011 -0.011 Applied 1 02 14.61 322 47 25.60 4 34 03 08 0.030 0.018 0 024 0 013 0.012 0.031 0 024 0.047 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0042 490867.372 6938005.616 89.650 48.305 -0 017 0 033 -0.023 -0.023 Applied 1 18 04.40 314 27 57.73 2 45 12 25 0.030 0.018 0 024 0 013 0.013 0.032 0 024 0.047 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0043 490867.360 6938005.618 89.662 48.317 -0 029 0 035 -0.011 -0.011 Applied 2 12 32.64 308 13 18.62 2 08 10 52 0.041 0.023 0 034 0 016 0.017 0.040 0 034 0.066 3 2.3 1 2.1 1 9
GS_Auto_0044 490867.374 6938005.614 89.651 48.306 -0 015 0 031 -0.022 -0.022 Applied 0 56 50.03 316 51 54.45 359 16 59 50 0.029 0.018 0 023 0 013 0.013 0.031 0 023 0.045 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0045 490867.366 6938005.614 89.633 48.288 -0 023 0 031 -0.040 -0.040 Applied 9 45 29.68 324 29 25 56 340 39 47 24 0.028 0.017 0 022 0 012 0.011 0.029 0 022 0.043 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0046 490867.355 6938005.616 89.646 48.302 -0 034 0 033 -0.027 -0.026 Applied 8 49 56.53 317 02 37 27 346 40 35.44 0.031 0.017 0 025 0 013 0.012 0.030 0 025 0.049 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0047 490867.360 6938005.609 89.646 48.301 -0 029 0 026 -0.027 -0.027 Applied 9 13 21.68 302 04 05 86 343 45 17 94 0.033 0.019 0 027 0 013 0.014 0.032 0 027 0.054 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0048 490867.361 6938005.610 89.639 48.294 -0 028 0 027 -0.034 -0.034 Applied 9 12 21.88 295 22 10 99 346 04 22 56 0.037 0.020 0 031 0 013 0.015 0.035 0 031 0.060 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0049 490867.360 6938005.607 89.635 48.290 -0 029 0 024 -0.038 -0.038 Applied 9 27 21.87 327 12 03 56 350 48 39.19 0.025 0.015 0 020 0 012 0.010 0.027 0 020 0.039 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0050 490867.347 6938005.615 89.649 48.304 -0 042 0 032 -0.024 -0.024 Applied 1 35 03.06 329 53 01 82 350 47 25.15 0.037 0.021 0 031 0 016 0.014 0.036 0 031 0.060 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0051 490867.350 6938005.609 89.647 48.302 -0 039 0 026 -0.026 -0.026 Applied 2 12 57.45 309 26 30 32 357 31 49 28 0.037 0.021 0 031 0 014 0.015 0.036 0 031 0.060 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0052 490867.361 6938005.603 89.660 48.316 -0 028 0 020 -0.013 -0.012 Applied 3 43 04.69 313 01 06 05 1 06 53.44 0.027 0.017 0 021 0 012 0.013 0.030 0 021 0.041 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0053 490867.365 6938005 596 89.649 48.304 -0 024 0 013 -0.024 -0.024 Applied 3 29 19.76 315 23 55 36 1 52 10.49 0.033 0.019 0 026 0 014 0.014 0.034 0 026 0.052 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0054 490867.352 6938005.614 89.650 48.305 -0 037 0 031 -0.023 -0.023 Applied 2 01 37.40 306 52 08.11 4 44 47 58 0.042 0.023 0 035 0 015 0.016 0.039 0 035 0.069 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2




GS_Auto_0056 490867.365 6938005.609 89.646 48.301 -0.024 0.026 -0 027 -0 027 Applied 2 56 05 01 312 12 56.99 346 12 03.62 0 034 0.019 0.028 0.013 0.014 0.034 0.028 0.054 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0057 490867.366 6938005.613 89.639 48.295 -0.023 0.030 -0 034 -0 033 Applied 3 02 12.16 323 34 12.12 349 04 09.61 0 028 0.017 0.023 0.013 0.012 0.030 0.023 0.044 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0058 490867.365 6938005.603 89.647 48.302 -0.024 0.020 -0 026 -0 026 Applied 3 01 41.64 315 32 34.35 351 22 53.07 0 027 0.017 0.021 0.012 0.012 0.029 0.021 0.041 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0059 490867.359 6938005.608 89.649 48.304 -0.030 0.025 -0 024 -0 024 Applied 2 14 55.66 311 57 01.03 352 24 55.54 0 033 0.019 0.027 0.013 0.013 0.033 0.027 0.054 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0060 490867.353 6938005.611 89.642 48.297 -0.037 0.028 -0 031 -0 031 Applied 2 22 09 59 329 33 07.33 352 25 30.48 0 034 0.019 0.028 0.015 0.013 0.033 0.028 0.055 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0061 490867.356 6938005.610 89.636 48.292 -0.033 0.027 -0 037 -0 036 Applied 2 15 56.65 324 39 22.74 350 21 43.16 0 032 0.018 0.026 0.013 0.012 0.032 0.026 0.051 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0062 490867.355 6938005.609 89.647 48.302 -0.034 0.026 -0 026 -0 026 Applied 2 33 11 56 297 46 27.93 347 45 33.11 0 029 0.018 0.024 0.011 0.014 0.031 0.024 0.046 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0063 490867.370 6938005 595 89.651 48.306 -0.019 0.012 -0 022 -0 022 Applied 3 44 06 98 299 41 01.47 346 58 39.01 0 028 0.017 0.022 0.011 0.013 0.030 0.022 0.042 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0064 490867.364 6938005 597 89.639 48.295 -0.025 0.014 -0 034 -0 033 Applied 3 11 19 89 304 47 37.18 349 24 06.87 0 027 0.017 0.021 0.011 0.012 0.029 0.021 0.041 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0065 490867.362 6938005 595 89.657 48.312 -0.027 0.012 -0 016 -0 016 Applied 3 27 07 21 319 38 43.49 352 10 17.07 0 025 0.016 0.019 0.012 0.011 0.028 0.019 0.036 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0066 490867.365 6938005 590 89.632 48.288 -0.024 0.007 -0 041 -0 040 Applied 3 16 49.70 309 49 19.31 354 11 17.39 0 030 0.018 0.024 0.013 0.013 0.031 0.024 0.048 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0067 490867.360 6938005 597 89.650 48.306 -0.029 0.014 -0 023 -0 022 Applied 3 34 28 88 325 37 30.07 354 40 42.58 0 029 0.018 0.023 0.013 0.012 0.031 0.023 0.045 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0068 490867.356 6938005 598 89.645 48.300 -0.033 0.015 -0 028 -0 028 Applied 3 18 41 39 325 05 35.08 356 26 28.92 0 033 0.019 0.027 0.014 0.013 0.033 0.027 0.053 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0069 490867.364 6938005 585 89.645 48.300 -0.025 0.002 -0 028 -0 028 Applied 4 27 36.16 307 35 49.49 352 53 34.89 0 027 0.017 0.021 0.012 0.013 0.030 0.021 0.042 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0070 490867.371 6938005 583 89.648 48.304 -0.018 0.000 -0 025 -0 024 Applied 4 29 16 37 304 16 31.32 353 05 30.61 0 025 0.016 0.019 0.011 0.012 0.029 0.019 0.038 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0071 490867.366 6938005 592 89.636 48.292 -0.023 0.009 -0 037 -0 036 Applied 4 03 19.18 303 23 15.41 353 46 58.70 0 029 0.018 0.023 0.011 0.013 0.031 0.023 0.045 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0072 490867.368 6938005 587 89.648 48.303 -0.021 0.004 -0 026 -0 025 Applied 4 16 24 80 303 31 08.40 353 25 20.51 0 027 0.017 0.021 0.011 0.013 0.030 0.021 0.042 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0073 490867.366 6938005 594 89.648 48.303 -0.023 0.011 -0 025 -0 025 Applied 3 43 41 91 309 50 17.20 359 21 13.61 0 024 0.015 0.018 0.010 0.012 0.027 0.018 0.035 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0074 490867.368 6938005 591 89.640 48.296 -0.022 0.008 -0 033 -0 032 Applied 3 44 19 35 307 26 48.51 345 58 53.65 0 027 0.017 0.021 0.011 0.013 0.030 0.021 0.042 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0075 490867.352 6938005 595 89.660 48.316 -0.037 0.012 -0 013 -0 012 Applied 4 31 28 20 331 26 27.10 348 42 19.91 0 030 0.018 0.024 0.014 0.012 0.032 0.024 0.048 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0076 490867.362 6938005 598 89.640 48.295 -0.027 0.015 -0 033 -0 033 Applied 3 23 51 92 315 01 20.93 351 30 10.08 0 026 0.016 0.020 0.011 0.012 0.028 0.020 0.040 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0077 490867.365 6938005 593 89.647 48.303 -0.024 0.010 -0 026 -0 025 Applied 3 40 37 32 306 11 12.14 352 43 29.21 0 025 0.016 0.019 0.011 0.012 0.028 0.019 0.038 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0078 490867.362 6938005 596 89.651 48.306 -0.027 0.013 -0 022 -0 022 Applied 3 29 44 29 303 19 58.58 353 25 47.63 0 025 0.016 0.019 0.010 0.012 0.028 0.019 0.037 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0079 490867.359 6938005 596 89.648 48.304 -0.031 0.013 -0 025 -0 024 Applied 3 08 11 29 328 23 44.56 356 02 09.68 0 023 0.015 0.017 0.012 0.010 0.026 0.017 0.034 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0080 490867.351 6938005 598 89.649 48.304 -0.038 0.015 -0 024 -0 024 Applied 4 14 08 85 326 12 54.99 356 57 02.10 0 034 0.020 0.027 0.015 0.013 0.034 0.027 0.054 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0081 490867.368 6938005 580 89.647 48.302 -0.021 -0.003 -0 026 -0 026 Applied 6 49 59.61 289 59 12.17 359 29 58.39 0 036 0.021 0.029 0.013 0.017 0.040 0.029 0.056 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0082 490867.356 6938005 586 89.655 48.310 -0.033 0.003 -0 018 -0 018 Applied 3 19 31 31 325 58 03.99 1 21 32.08 0 025 0.016 0.019 0.012 0.010 0.028 0.019 0.037 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0083 490867.354 6938005 594 89.649 48.304 -0.035 0.011 -0 024 -0 024 Applied 3 39 28 37 311 01 30.40 359 57 05.32 0 030 0.018 0.024 0.012 0.013 0.032 0.024 0.046 3.1 2.3 1 2.1 2
GS_Auto_0084 490867.358 6938005 588 89.642 48.297 -0.031 0.005 -0 031 -0 031 Applied 4 11 57.40 311 25 44.20 359 51 57.74 0 032 0.019 0.026 0.013 0.014 0.034 0.026 0.051 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0085 490867.346 6938005.601 89.651 48.306 -0.043 0.018 -0 022 -0 022 Applied 4 18 03 59 334 14 29.50 359 04 59.37 0 033 0.020 0.027 0.016 0.013 0.035 0.027 0.053 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0086 490867.357 6938005 589 89.650 48.306 -0.032 0.006 -0 023 -0 022 Applied 5 03 18 56 316 26 27.00 358 55 42.89 0 031 0.019 0.024 0.014 0.014 0.033 0.024 0.047 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0087 490867.364 6938005 584 89.649 48.304 -0.025 0.001 -0 024 -0 024 Applied 5 29 18 53 310 39 12.05 357 25 36.30 0 027 0.018 0.020 0.012 0.013 0.032 0.020 0.039 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0088 490867.362 6938005 584 89.645 48.300 -0.028 0.001 -0 028 -0 028 Applied 6 01 17 37 314 41 34.09 359 14 36.68 0 028 0.019 0.021 0.013 0.013 0.033 0.021 0.042 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0089 490867.354 6938005 585 89.636 48.291 -0.035 0.002 -0 037 -0 037 Applied 5 39 16.12 319 35 29.38 359 00 32.07 0 033 0.020 0.026 0.015 0.014 0.035 0.026 0.050 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0090 490867.340 6938005 591 89.658 48.314 -0.049 0.008 -0 015 -0 014 Applied 4 34 47 86 319 59 25.48 0 38 18.61 0 035 0.021 0.028 0.015 0.014 0.036 0.028 0.055 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0091 490867.354 6938005 585 89.657 48.312 -0.035 0.002 -0 016 -0 016 Applied 5 21 51.41 311 40 39.76 2 45 32.34 0 028 0.019 0.021 0.013 0.014 0.032 0.021 0.041 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0092 490867.358 6938005 579 89.646 48.302 -0.031 -0.004 -0 027 -0 026 Applied 5 33 37 93 311 28 40.56 2 27 50.38 0 029 0.019 0.022 0.013 0.014 0.033 0.022 0.043 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0093 490867.357 6938005 584 89.649 48.305 -0.033 0.001 -0 024 -0 023 Applied 5 35 22 89 312 10 04.43 3 08 59.54 0 030 0.019 0.023 0.013 0.014 0.034 0.023 0.045 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0094 490867.340 6938005 593 89.649 48.304 -0.049 0.010 -0 024 -0 024 Applied 4 40 02.49 316 11 18.52 1 03 21.11 0 031 0.020 0.025 0.014 0.014 0.034 0.025 0.048 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0095 490867.339 6938005 596 89.660 48.315 -0.050 0.013 -0 013 -0 013 Applied 4 11 03 30 318 21 54.87 3 54 25.44 0 035 0.021 0.029 0.015 0.014 0.036 0.029 0.056 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0096 490867.342 6938005 596 89.651 48.306 -0.047 0.013 -0 022 -0 022 Applied 6 05 04 82 331 25 27.00 2 06 56.49 0 033 0.021 0.026 0.016 0.013 0.036 0.026 0.050 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0097 490867.347 6938005 592 89.656 48.311 -0.043 0.009 -0 017 -0 017 Applied 5 24 06 37 330 39 04.50 3 42 25.50 0 031 0.020 0.024 0.015 0.012 0.034 0.024 0.046 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0098 490867.337 6938005.600 89.653 48.309 -0.052 0.017 -0 020 -0 019 Applied 4 44 09 88 331 13 35.13 5 45 21.87 0 028 0.018 0.021 0.015 0.011 0.032 0.021 0.042 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0099 490867.337 6938005 599 89.656 48.311 -0.052 0.016 -0 017 -0 017 Applied 3 32 51.48 324 24 21.03 8 46 18.18 0 040 0.022 0.033 0.016 0.015 0.039 0.033 0.064 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0100 490867.347 6938005 593 89.646 48.302 -0.042 0.010 -0 027 -0 026 Applied 4 01 32 81 311 21 59.09 7 00 54.21 0 031 0.019 0.025 0.013 0.014 0.034 0.025 0.048 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0101 490867.338 6938005 597 89.642 48.297 -0.051 0.014 -0 031 -0 031 Applied 2 47 06.65 322 36 21.92 7 48 29.56 0 042 0.023 0.035 0.017 0.016 0.040 0.035 0.069 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0102 490867.329 6938005.618 89.642 48.298 -0.061 0.035 -0 031 -0 030 Applied 0 40 25 03 344 57 46.69 11 59 18.49 0 039 0.021 0.033 0.016 0.014 0.037 0.033 0.064 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0103 490867.340 6938005.604 89.640 48.295 -0.049 0.021 -0 033 -0 033 Applied 0 48 36 90 309 26 23.58 359 09 58.38 0 039 0.022 0.033 0.015 0.016 0.038 0.033 0.065 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0104 490867.338 6938005.606 89.645 48.301 -0.051 0.023 -0 028 -0 027 Applied 0 30 03 04 310 25 01.86 358 35 37.03 0 041 0.022 0.035 0.016 0.016 0.039 0.035 0.068 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0105 490867.334 6938005.615 89.623 48.279 -0.055 0.032 -0 050 -0 049 Applied 0 04 27.46 331 49 23.24 359 47 52.63 0 040 0.022 0.033 0.016 0.015 0.037 0.033 0.065 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0106 490867.336 6938005.606 89.621 48.276 -0.053 0.023 -0 052 -0 052 Applied 9 43 39.17 328 36 38.93 1 22 58.40 0 037 0.020 0.031 0.015 0.014 0.035 0.031 0.061 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0107 490867.335 6938005.606 89.618 48.273 -0.054 0.023 -0 055 -0 055 Applied 9 41 18 84 321 36 06.61 2 23 50.14 0 037 0.020 0.031 0.014 0.014 0.035 0.031 0.060 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2
GS_Auto_0108 490867.339 6938005.605 89.623 48.279 -0.050 0.022 -0 050 -0 049 Applied 0 12 06.79 319 35 56.97 1 39 49.00 0 040 0.022 0.034 0.016 0.015 0.037 0.034 0.067 3.1 2.4 1 2.2 2








Height AHD Horiz SU Vert SU
MIN 490867 060 6938005.579 89.602 48.257 -0 329 -0.004 -0 071 -0.071 0.026 0 034
MAX 490867 377 6938005.986 89.666 48.321 -0 012 0.403 -0 007 -0.007 0.043 0 069
MEAN 490867 358 6938005.605 89.648 48.303 -0 031 0.022 -0 025 -0.025 0.034 0 051
STDEV.S 0 011 0.012 0.009 0.009 0 011 0.012 0 009 0.009 0.004 0 009
CI 95% 0 021 0.024 0.018 0.018 0 021 0.024 0 018 0.018 0.008 0 018
Δs
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E N Ausgeod09 AHD
Screw In 
Concrete 490867.389 6938005.583 89.673 48.328
Point No. Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD HRMS VRMS Horiz SU Vert SU
5000 490867.401 6938005.603 89.677 48.333 0.012 0.020 0.004 0.005 0 014 0 024 0.027 0.047
5001 490867.399 6938005.607 89.675 48.331 0.010 0.024 0.002 0.003 0 014 0 024 0.027 0.047
5002 490867.397 6938005.607 89.676 48.331 0.008 0.024 0.003 0.003 0 015 0 025 0.029 0.049
5003 490867.403 6938005.608 89.666 48.321 0.014 0.025 -0.007 -0.007 0 015 0 026 0.029 0.051
5004 490867.404 6938005.607 89.672 48.327 0.015 0.024 -0.001 -0.001 0 015 0 027 0.029 0.053
5005 490867.406 6938005.605 89.662 48.318 0.017 0.022 -0.011 -0.011 0 016 0 027 0.031 0.053
5006 490867.410 6938005.601 89.659 48.314 0.021 0.018 -0.014 -0.014 0 015 0 026 0.029 0.051
5007 490867.405 6938005.603 89.666 48.321 0.016 0.020 -0.007 -0.007 0 014 0 025 0.027 0.049
5008 490867.404 6938005.607 89.667 48.322 0.015 0.024 -0.007 -0.006 0 015 0 026 0.029 0.051
5009 490867.403 6938005.602 89.672 48.328 0.014 0.019 -0.001 0.000 0 015 0 026 0.029 0.051
5010 490867.401 6938005.609 89.670 48.326 0.012 0.026 -0.003 -0.002 0 015 0 026 0.029 0.051
5011 490867.403 6938005.601 89.663 48.318 0.014 0.018 -0.010 -0.010 0 015 0 027 0.029 0.053
5012 490867.406 6938005.597 89.663 48.319 0.017 0.014 -0.010 -0.009 0 016 0 027 0.031 0.053
5013 490867.402 6938005.605 89.664 48.319 0.013 0.022 -0.009 -0.009 0 015 0 027 0.029 0.053
5014 490867.405 6938005.600 89.663 48.318 0.016 0.017 -0.010 -0.010 0 016 0 027 0.031 0.053
5015 490867.403 6938005.604 89.657 48.312 0.014 0.021 -0.016 -0.016 0 016 0 027 0.031 0.053
5016 490867.404 6938005.601 89.662 48.317 0.015 0.018 -0.011 -0.011 0 017 0 029 0.033 0.057
5017 490867.399 6938005.611 89.666 48.321 0.010 0.028 -0.007 -0.007 0 017 0 025 0.033 0.049
5018 490867.393 6938005.609 89.665 48.321 0.004 0.026 -0.008 -0.008 0 016 0 025 0.031 0.049
5019 490867.401 6938005.606 89.656 48.312 0.012 0.023 -0.017 -0.016 0 017 0 025 0.033 0.049
5020 490867.405 6938005.604 89.655 48.311 0.016 0.021 -0.018 -0.018 0 016 0 025 0.031 0.049
5021 490867.398 6938005.607 89.670 48.326 0.009 0.024 -0.003 -0.002 0 017 0 025 0.033 0.049
5022 490867.401 6938005.608 89.661 48.317 0.012 0.025 -0.012 -0.012 0 016 0 025 0.031 0.049
5023 490867.399 6938005.608 89.664 48.319 0.010 0.025 -0.009 -0.009 0 017 0 026 0.033 0.051
5024 490867.396 6938005.614 89.659 48.314 0.007 0.031 -0.014 -0.014 0 017 0 025 0.033 0.049
5025 490867.398 6938005.608 89.672 48.327 0.009 0.025 -0.001 -0.001 0 017 0 026 0.033 0.051
5026 490867.393 6938005.615 89.665 48.320 0.004 0.032 -0.008 -0.008 0 016 0 024 0.031 0.047
5027 490867.390 6938005.612 89.668 48.323 0.001 0.029 -0.005 -0.005 0 016 0 024 0.031 0.047
5028 490867.398 6938005.612 89.672 48.328 0.009 0.029 -0.001 0.000 0 016 0 025 0.031 0.049
5029 490867.391 6938005.614 89.671 48.326 0.002 0.031 -0.002 -0.002 0 017 0 026 0.033 0.051
5030 490867.392 6938005.608 89.666 48.322 0.003 0.025 -0.007 -0.007 0 019 0 028 0.037 0.055
5031 490867.398 6938005.612 89.669 48.324 0.009 0.029 -0.004 -0.004 0 018 0 027 0.035 0.053
5032 490867.390 6938005.610 89.658 48.314 0.001 0.027 -0.015 -0.014 0 018 0 028 0.035 0.055
5033 490867.395 6938005.613 89.661 48.316 0.006 0.030 -0.013 -0.012 0 018 0 027 0.035 0.053
5034 490867.395 6938005.612 89.659 48.315 0.006 0.029 -0.014 -0.013 0 018 0 028 0.035 0.055
5035 490867.395 6938005.605 89.650 48.305 0.006 0.022 -0.023 -0.023 0 018 0 028 0.035 0.055
5036 490867.400 6938005.614 89.667 48.322 0.011 0.031 -0.006 -0.006 0 019 0 029 0.037 0.057
5037 490867.393 6938005.610 89.670 48.326 0.004 0.027 -0.003 -0.003 0 019 0 029 0.037 0.057
5038 490867.393 6938005.618 89.674 48.329 0.004 0.035 0.001 0.001 0 020 0 030 0.039 0.059
5039 490867.395 6938005.614 89.675 48.331 0.006 0.031 0.002 0.002 0 018 0 030 0.035 0.059
5040 490867.395 6938005.618 89.674 48.329 0.006 0.035 0.001 0.001 0 018 0 031 0.035 0.061
5041 490867.390 6938005.616 89.670 48.326 0.001 0.033 -0.003 -0.002 0 018 0 030 0.035 0.059
5042 490867.392 6938005.611 89.664 48.319 0.003 0.028 -0.009 -0.009 0 019 0 029 0.037 0.057
5043 490867.403 6938005.603 89.655 48.311 0.014 0.020 -0.018 -0.017 0 019 0 027 0.037 0.053
5044 490867.390 6938005.618 89.679 48.335 0.001 0.035 0.006 0.007 0 016 0 026 0.031 0.051
5045 490867.390 6938005.610 89.661 48.316 0.001 0.027 -0.012 -0.012 0 016 0 027 0.031 0.053




5047 490867.390 6938005.626 89.679 48.335 0.001 0 043 0.006 0 007 0.017 0.029 0.033 0.057
5048 490867.396 6938005.600 89.666 48.321 0.007 0 017 -0.007 -0 007 0.020 0.029 0.039 0.057
5049 490867.396 6938005.601 89.667 48.323 0.007 0 018 -0.006 -0 006 0.020 0.028 0.039 0.055
5050 490867.396 6938005.614 89.681 48.336 0.007 0 031 0.008 0 008 0.019 0.029 0.037 0.057
5051 490867.401 6938005.592 89.667 48.322 0.012 0 009 -0.006 -0 006 0.022 0.034 0.043 0.067
5052 490867.397 6938005.597 89.666 48.321 0.008 0 014 -0.007 -0 007 0.021 0.032 0.041 0.063
5053 490867.401 6938005.599 89.672 48.328 0.012 0 016 -0.001 -0 001 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5054 490867.397 6938005.603 89.679 48.335 0.008 0 020 0.006 0 007 0.019 0.030 0.037 0.059
5055 490867.397 6938005.600 89.674 48.329 0.008 0 017 0.001 0 001 0.019 0.029 0.037 0.057
5056 490867.393 6938005.597 89.674 48.329 0.004 0 014 0.001 0 001 0.019 0.030 0.037 0.059
5057 490867.400 6938005.598 89.670 48.325 0.011 0 015 -0.004 -0 003 0.019 0.030 0.037 0.059
5058 490867.396 6938005.606 89.663 48.318 0.007 0 023 -0.010 -0 010 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5059 490867.398 6938005.598 89.665 48.320 0.009 0 015 -0.008 -0 008 0.020 0.032 0.039 0.063
5060 490867.400 6938005.594 89.654 48.309 0.011 0 011 -0.019 -0 019 0.021 0.032 0.041 0.063
5061 490867.402 6938005.599 89.670 48.325 0.013 0 016 -0.003 -0 003 0.021 0.033 0.041 0.065
5062 490867.401 6938005.597 89.655 48.310 0.012 0 014 -0.018 -0 018 0.021 0.033 0.041 0.065
5063 490867.395 6938005.596 89.665 48.320 0.006 0 013 -0.008 -0 008 0.020 0.032 0.039 0.063
5064 490867.402 6938005.607 89.666 48.322 0.013 0 024 -0.007 -0 006 0.020 0.032 0.039 0.063
5065 490867.402 6938005.601 89.661 48.316 0.013 0 018 -0.012 -0 012 0.021 0.033 0.041 0.065
5066 490867.397 6938005.596 89.665 48.320 0.008 0 013 -0.008 -0 008 0.020 0.032 0.039 0.063
5067 490867.397 6938005.614 89.682 48.337 0.008 0 031 0.009 0 009 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5068 490867.399 6938005.600 89.661 48.316 0.010 0 017 -0.012 -0 012 0.019 0.030 0.037 0.059
5069 490867.398 6938005.600 89.663 48.318 0.009 0 017 -0.010 -0 010 0.019 0.029 0.037 0.057
5070 490867.396 6938005.603 89.674 48.330 0.007 0 020 0.001 0 002 0.018 0.028 0.035 0.055
5071 490867.400 6938005.604 89.678 48.333 0.011 0 021 0.005 0 005 0.018 0.029 0.035 0.057
5072 490867.406 6938005.598 89.672 48.328 0.017 0 015 -0.001 0 000 0.019 0.029 0.037 0.057
5073 490867.407 6938005.595 89.677 48.332 0.018 0 012 0.004 0 004 0.018 0.029 0.035 0.057
5074 490867.400 6938005.606 89.691 48.346 0.011 0 023 0.018 0 018 0.018 0.028 0.035 0.055
5075 490867.401 6938005.596 89.678 48.333 0.012 0 013 0.004 0 005 0.017 0.027 0.033 0.053
5076 490867.401 6938005.610 89.692 48.347 0.012 0 027 0.019 0 019 0.017 0.028 0.033 0.055
5077 490867.410 6938005.595 89.669 48.325 0.021 0 012 -0.004 -0 004 0.018 0.028 0.035 0.055
5078 490867.402 6938005.608 89.675 48.331 0.013 0 025 0.002 0 002 0.016 0.026 0.031 0.051
5079 490867.409 6938005.605 89.688 48.343 0.020 0 022 0.015 0 015 0.016 0.027 0.031 0.053
5080 490867.406 6938005.612 89.687 48.342 0.017 0 029 0.014 0 014 0.018 0.028 0.035 0.055
5081 490867.403 6938005.616 89.686 48.341 0.014 0 033 0.013 0 013 0.019 0.030 0.037 0.059
5082 490867.400 6938005.614 89.689 48.345 0.011 0 031 0.016 0 017 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5083 490867.404 6938005.618 89.683 48.338 0.015 0 035 0.010 0 010 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5084 490867.398 6938005.615 89.682 48.338 0.009 0 032 0.009 0 010 0.020 0.031 0.039 0.061
5085 490867.404 6938005.619 89.678 48.333 0.015 0 036 0.005 0 005 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.073
5086 490867.406 6938005.617 89.666 48.321 0.017 0 034 -0.007 -0 007 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.073
5087 490867.406 6938005.617 89.664 48.319 0.017 0 034 -0.009 -0 009 0.020 0.038 0.039 0.075
5088 490867.406 6938005.616 89.665 48.320 0.017 0 033 -0.008 -0 008 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.073
5089 490867.404 6938005.617 89.660 48.316 0.015 0 034 -0.013 -0 012 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.073
5090 490867.403 6938005.627 89.673 48.328 0.014 0 044 0.000 0 000 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.073
5091 490867.403 6938005.626 89.669 48.325 0.014 0 043 -0.004 -0 003 0.020 0.038 0.039 0.075
5092 490867.406 6938005.621 89.659 48.314 0.017 0 038 -0.014 -0 014 0.021 0.038 0.041 0.075
5093 490867.409 6938005.623 89.665 48.320 0.020 0 040 -0.008 -0 008 0.021 0.039 0.041 0.076
5094 490867.403 6938005.624 89.663 48.318 0.014 0 041 -0.010 -0 010 0.023 0.042 0.045 0.082
5095 490867.413 6938005.617 89.652 48.308 0.024 0 034 -0.021 -0 020 0.023 0.043 0.045 0.084
5096 490867.407 6938005.627 89.670 48.325 0.018 0 044 -0.003 -0 003 0.023 0.042 0.045 0.082
5097 490867.408 6938005.626 89.667 48.322 0.019 0 043 -0.006 -0 006 0.023 0.043 0.045 0.084
5098 490867.405 6938005.634 89.679 48.334 0.016 0 051 0.006 0 006 0.023 0.044 0.045 0.086
5099 490867.408 6938005.623 89.674 48.330 0.019 0 040 0.001 0 002 0.024 0.044 0.047 0.086
5100 490867.408 6938005.611 89.680 48.336 0.019 0 028 0.007 0 008 0.025 0.042 0.049 0.082






Height AHD Horiz SU Vert SU
MIN 490867.390 6938005.592 89.650 48.305 0.027 0.047
MAX 490867.413 6938005.634 89.692 48.347 0.049 0.086
MEAN 490867.400 6938005.609 89.669 48.324 0.036 0.059
STDEV.S 0.005 0.009 0 009 0.009 0.005 0.010
CI 95% 0.011 0.017 0 017 0.017 0.009 0.020
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Appendix D: Test 2 Leica GS18 T Excel Spreadsheet 
 
 






Uncert Satellite System Network





Point No. Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Tilt Status Tilt [°] Tilt Direction [°]
Sensor






Height Vert SU GDOP PDOP HDOP VDOP TDOP
GS_Auto_2000 490864.527 6937733.379 94.917 53 577 0.013 0.005 0.021 0 048 Applied 0 16 06.11 187 57 11.26 72 10 38.60 0.031 0 012 0.028 0 008 0 009 0.022 0.028 0.055 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2001 490864.528 6937733.380 94.909 53 568 0.014 0.006 0.013 0 039 Applied 0 14 39.01 142 28 29.09 70 11 01.41 0.028 0 012 0.026 0 008 0 009 0.021 0.026 0.050 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2002 490864.529 6937733.381 94.909 53 568 0.015 0.007 0.013 0 039 Applied 0 31 56.66 222 52 42.36 72 34 12.38 0.024 0 011 0.022 0 007 0 008 0.018 0.022 0.043 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2003 490864.531 6937733.381 94.908 53 567 0.017 0.007 0.012 0 038 Applied 0 27 13.96 180 23 55.66 68 42 20.66 0.028 0 012 0.025 0 008 0 009 0.020 0.025 0.050 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2004 490864.527 6937733.380 94.920 53 580 0.013 0.006 0.024 0 051 Applied 0 28 05.98 104 26 01.25 68 07 33.28 0.026 0 011 0.024 0 008 0 008 0.019 0.024 0.047 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2005 490864.529 6937733.379 94.905 53 564 0.015 0.005 0.009 0 035 Applied 0 53 16.04 80 51 49.19 67 08 14.26 0.026 0 011 0.024 0 008 0 008 0.020 0.024 0.047 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2006 490864.526 6937733.382 94.915 53 575 0.012 0.008 0.019 0 046 Applied 1 12 53.32 96 38 28.28 66 06 14.08 0.024 0 011 0.022 0 007 0 008 0.018 0.022 0.042 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2007 490864.528 6937733.378 94.899 53 559 0.014 0.004 0.003 0 030 Applied 0 50 59.12 68 31 30.88 69 01 48.65 0.024 0 011 0.022 0 007 0 008 0.018 0.022 0.043 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2008 490864.528 6937733.377 94.914 53 573 0.014 0.003 0.018 0 044 Applied 0 30 19.77 107 26 36.57 66 20 03.23 0.022 0 010 0.020 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.020 0.039 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2009 490864.528 6937733.378 94.901 53 561 0.014 0.004 0.005 0 032 Applied 1 40 50.91 95 06 15.49 67 34 24.78 0.022 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.038 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2010 490864.528 6937733.376 94.911 53 571 0.014 0.002 0.015 0 042 Applied 1 32 44.78 74 36 24.42 67 19 02.24 0.021 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.036 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2011 490864.527 6937733.377 94.913 53 572 0.013 0.003 0.017 0 043 Applied 1 06 57.17 76 11 42.15 86 32 09.61 0.022 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.038 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2012 490864.531 6937733.379 94.913 53 573 0.017 0.005 0.017 0 044 Applied 1 36 37.26 63 16 53.05 78 23 42.71 0.020 0 010 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.035 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2013 490864.529 6937733.377 94.909 53 568 0.014 0.003 0.013 0 039 Applied 1 33 32.95 93 11 35.80 86 04 30.15 0.021 0 010 0.019 0 006 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.037 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2014 490864.530 6937733.375 94.908 53 567 0.016 0.001 0.012 0 038 Applied 1 33 50.96 77 07 34.11 78 02 27.17 0.021 0 010 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.017 0.018 0.036 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2015 490864.531 6937733.378 94.906 53 566 0.017 0.004 0.010 0 037 Applied 1 50 59.03 118 26 34.52 81 34 44.94 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2016 490864.531 6937733.375 94.910 53 569 0.017 0.001 0.013 0 040 Applied 0 24 17.02 54 02 24.67 84 34 54.91 0.021 0 010 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.017 0.018 0.036 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2017 490864.530 6937733.374 94.911 53 570 0.016 0.000 0.015 0 041 Applied 1 20 16.45 341 23 28.56 83 05 41.55 0.023 0 010 0.021 0 007 0 008 0.018 0.021 0.041 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2018 490864.532 6937733.375 94.908 53 567 0.017 0.001 0.012 0 038 Applied 0 21 49.56 115 14 56.24 80 28 20.35 0.020 0 009 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.034 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2019 490864.531 6937733.376 94.911 53 570 0.017 0.002 0.015 0 041 Applied 1 45 30.23 96 31 59.15 83 23 38.58 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2020 490864.528 6937733.372 94.897 53 556 0.014 -0.002 0.001 0 027 Applied 1 39 13.38 13 36 01.85 83 14 25.69 0.020 0 009 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.035 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2021 490864.530 6937733.375 94.905 53 564 0.016 0.001 0.009 0 035 Applied 1 27 23.71 43 42 51.27 85 36 47.57 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2022 490864.530 6937733.378 94.907 53 567 0.016 0.004 0.011 0 038 Applied 0 49 09.54 144 31 22.80 86 48 50.36 0.021 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.037 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2023 490864.530 6937733.376 94.909 53 568 0.016 0.002 0.013 0 039 Applied 0 16 05.67 296 14 57.24 65 07 12.04 0.018 0 009 0.015 0 006 0 006 0.015 0.015 0.030 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2024 490864.528 6937733.380 94.912 53 571 0.014 0.006 0.016 0 042 Applied 1 17 54.87 66 46 40.16 73 20 47.51 0.020 0 009 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.035 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2025 490864.529 6937733.380 94.912 53 572 0.014 0.006 0.016 0 043 Applied 0 10 07.73 36 39 54.48 76 58 18.53 0.021 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.037 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2026 490864.526 6937733.378 94.919 53 578 0.012 0.004 0.022 0 049 Applied 0 26 40.90 43 03 20.67 79 46 28.24 0.020 0 009 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.035 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2027 490864.530 6937733.378 94.912 53 571 0.016 0.004 0.016 0 042 Applied 0 27 57.18 249 01 29.70 80 10 25.53 0.022 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.038 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2028 490864.525 6937733.381 94.913 53 573 0.011 0.007 0.017 0 044 Applied 2 03 57.13 78 33 52.35 77 41 25.82 0.018 0 009 0.016 0 006 0 007 0.015 0.016 0.030 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2029 490864.526 6937733.382 94.919 53 579 0.012 0.008 0.023 0 050 Applied 0 45 24.69 80 04 52.43 79 10 07.24 0.022 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.038 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2030 490864.529 6937733.380 94.919 53 578 0.015 0.006 0.023 0 049 Applied 1 15 10.30 78 27 53.27 78 27 57.66 0.019 0 009 0.016 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.016 0.032 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2031 490864.523 6937733.380 94.920 53 579 0.009 0.006 0.023 0 050 Applied 1 44 22.28 70 22 17.79 8 02 28.08 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2032 490864.526 6937733.377 94.921 53 580 0.011 0.003 0.025 0 051 Applied 0 44 06.61 276 44 08.21 7 07 34.56 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2033 490864.525 6937733.383 94.915 53 574 0.011 0.009 0.019 0 045 Applied 0 27 31.72 90 37 54.72 4 35 43.27 0.020 0 009 0.018 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.018 0.035 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2034 490864.522 6937733.379 94.910 53 570 0.008 0.005 0.014 0 041 Applied 1 37 15.89 17 15 16.39 358 25 29.99 0.019 0 009 0.016 0 006 0 006 0.015 0.016 0.032 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2035 490864.527 6937733.380 94.915 53 575 0.013 0.006 0.019 0 046 Applied 0 31 52.57 39 08 03.24 3 48 13.09 0.018 0 009 0.016 0 006 0 006 0.015 0.016 0.031 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2036 490864.525 6937733.377 94.910 53 569 0.011 0.003 0.014 0 040 Applied 1 54 05.25 44 23 09.46 358 14 48.44 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.034 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2037 490864.527 6937733.380 94.912 53 571 0.013 0.006 0.016 0 042 Applied 1 15 37.66 334 44 15.42 3 22 19.05 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2038 490864.528 6937733.382 94.903 53 562 0.014 0.008 0.007 0 033 Applied 0 53 57.33 290 16 14.78 3 07 31.51 0.022 0 010 0.020 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.020 0.039 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2039 490864.531 6937733.381 94.918 53 578 0.017 0.007 0.022 0 049 Applied 1 00 06.73 7 20 01.62 3 35 01.61 0.019 0 009 0.017 0 006 0 007 0.016 0.017 0.033 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2040 490864.525 6937733.381 94.927 53 586 0.011 0.007 0.031 0 057 Applied 2 22 14.12 65 15 33.64 355 41 23.04 0.025 0 011 0.022 0 007 0 008 0.019 0.022 0.044 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2041 490864.530 6937733.382 94.915 53 574 0.016 0.008 0.019 0 045 Applied 1 19 18.05 271 30 16.50 359 29 45.24 0.021 0 010 0.019 0 007 0 007 0.017 0.019 0.037 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2042 490864.526 6937733.384 94.918 53 577 0.012 0.010 0.022 0 048 Applied 1 18 27.20 15 49 19.74 350 27 55.32 0.023 0 010 0.021 0 007 0 007 0.018 0.021 0.041 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
Δs
53  
GS_Auto_2043 490864.529 6937733.381 94.914 53.573 0 015 0.007 0 018 0.044 Applied 1 59 32.39 321 14 06.33 352 57 44.18 0.022 0 010 0 020 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.020 0.039 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2044 490864.525 6937733.381 94.926 53.585 0 011 0.007 0 030 0.056 Applied 1 55 29.51 10 38 18.30 352 38 35.24 0.024 0 010 0 022 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.022 0.042 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2045 490864.529 6937733.382 94.910 53.569 0 015 0.008 0 014 0.040 Applied 1 26 45.76 340 42 37.26 357 49 09.09 0.025 0 011 0 023 0.007 0.008 0.019 0.023 0.044 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2046 490864.529 6937733.387 94.917 53.576 0 015 0.013 0 021 0.047 Applied 2 34 17.60 332 09 52.91 353 24 48.39 0.024 0 010 0 021 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.021 0.042 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2047 490864.530 6937733.387 94.920 53.580 0 015 0.013 0 024 0.051 Applied 0 53 59.01 251 21 22.15 357 44 10.49 0.026 0 011 0 024 0.008 0.008 0.019 0.024 0.047 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2048 490864.530 6937733.379 94.919 53.579 0 015 0.005 0 023 0.050 Applied 2 22 53.42 327 05 57.41 354 39 35.57 0.022 0 010 0 019 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.019 0.038 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2049 490864.525 6937733.381 94.927 53.586 0 011 0.007 0 031 0.057 Applied 3 03 59.77 25 09 59.02 346 33 21.04 0.022 0 010 0 020 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.020 0.039 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2050 490864.526 6937733.379 94.920 53.580 0 012 0.005 0 024 0.051 Applied 2 57 16.01 25 40 37.48 347 06 24.76 0.022 0 010 0 020 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.020 0.039 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2051 490864.527 6937733.384 94.929 53.589 0 013 0.010 0 033 0.060 Applied 1 39 38.77 58 21 06.51 356 18 17.71 0.024 0 010 0 021 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.021 0.042 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2052 490864.526 6937733.381 94.930 53.589 0 011 0.007 0 034 0.060 Applied 1 23 36.32 17 04 20.45 356 54 35.22 0.023 0 010 0 021 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.021 0.040 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2053 490864.526 6937733.383 94.927 53.586 0 012 0.009 0 031 0.057 Applied 2 30 00.73 30 05 00.27 351 29 16.91 0.027 0 011 0 024 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.024 0.048 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2054 490864.527 6937733.382 94.925 53.585 0 013 0.008 0 029 0.056 Applied 1 46 09.50 17 47 47.74 353 49 45.81 0.025 0 011 0 022 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.022 0.044 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2055 490864.525 6937733.382 94.928 53.587 0 011 0.008 0 032 0.058 Applied 3 19 38.02 30 51 43.39 337 16 20.44 0.027 0 012 0 025 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.025 0.049 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2056 490864.527 6937733.384 94.931 53.590 0 013 0.010 0 035 0.061 Applied 2 43 07.40 319 52 25.52 349 49 36.71 0.027 0 011 0 025 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.025 0.049 2.1 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.3
GS_Auto_2057 490864.529 6937733.387 94.922 53.582 0 015 0.013 0 026 0.053 Applied 1 26 25.17 293 40 51.48 350 48 56.40 0.025 0 011 0 023 0.007 0.008 0.019 0.023 0.045 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2058 490864.526 6937733.383 94.928 53.587 0 012 0.009 0 032 0.058 Applied 1 28 27.46 55 17 56.83 350 08 23.67 0.027 0 011 0 025 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.025 0.048 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2059 490864.529 6937733.383 94.926 53.585 0 015 0.009 0 030 0.056 Applied 1 34 23.52 29 22 39.20 353 41 01.59 0.027 0 011 0 025 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.025 0.048 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2060 490864.525 6937733.385 94.925 53.584 0 011 0.011 0 028 0.055 Applied 1 37 49.05 15 28 09.77 348 35 01.98 0.029 0 012 0 026 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.026 0.051 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2061 490864.524 6937733.387 94.939 53.598 0 010 0.013 0 043 0.069 Applied 0 25 56.00 87 56 23.46 350 34 36.36 0.028 0 012 0 026 0.008 0.009 0.020 0.026 0.050 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2062 490864.523 6937733.381 94.928 53.587 0 009 0.007 0 032 0.058 Applied 4 19 44.86 58 28 45.03 346 21 14.31 0.032 0 013 0 029 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.029 0.057 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2063 490864.528 6937733.383 94.931 53.590 0 014 0.009 0 035 0.061 Applied 1 11 08.83 280 27 11.23 352 31 23.89 0.029 0 012 0 027 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.027 0.053 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2064 490864.523 6937733.382 94.931 53.591 0 009 0.008 0 035 0.062 Applied 3 21 54.42 59 37 33.78 348 18 42.49 0.030 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2065 490864.525 6937733.386 94.927 53.586 0 011 0.012 0 031 0.057 Applied 0 16 55.85 236 34 55.68 352 58 43.47 0.033 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.059 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2066 490864.521 6937733.381 94.919 53.578 0 007 0.007 0 023 0.049 Applied 1 19 00.40 52 42 28.38 351 43 10.22 0.030 0 012 0 027 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.027 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2067 490864.524 6937733.384 94.927 53.586 0 010 0.010 0 031 0.057 Applied 1 29 10.08 359 27 40.56 353 36 43.39 0.030 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2068 490864.523 6937733.386 94.932 53.591 0 009 0.012 0 036 0.062 Applied 1 18 23.20 36 36 48.02 352 24 45.74 0.031 0 013 0 029 0.009 0.009 0.022 0.029 0.056 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2069 490864.523 6937733.383 94.931 53.590 0 009 0.009 0 035 0.061 Applied 2 30 15.88 45 34 15.72 350 16 13.07 0.033 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.059 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2070 490864.523 6937733.387 94.919 53.578 0 009 0.013 0 022 0.049 Applied 0 25 10.88 97 12 59.27 359 26 15.80 0.032 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.058 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2071 490864.523 6937733.385 94.930 53.590 0 009 0.011 0 034 0.061 Applied 1 03 28.45 332 58 02.49 4 30 19.40 0.031 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.055 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2072 490864.521 6937733.385 94.920 53.579 0 007 0.011 0 024 0.050 Applied 0 35 49.06 309 16 53.70 3 03 37.38 0.034 0 013 0 031 0.009 0.010 0.024 0.031 0.061 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2073 490864.520 6937733.385 94.921 53.580 0 006 0.011 0 025 0.051 Applied 0 52 30.51 278 03 55.73 5 21 02.10 0.031 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.055 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2074 490864.520 6937733.382 94.921 53.581 0 006 0.008 0 025 0.052 Applied 0 43 44.39 346 25 35.82 2 22 09.71 0.032 0 013 0 029 0.009 0.009 0.022 0.029 0.056 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2075 490864.520 6937733.384 94.927 53.587 0 006 0.010 0 031 0.058 Applied 1 02 05.15 16 47 07.67 0 41 19.01 0.031 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.055 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2076 490864.521 6937733.386 94.937 53.596 0 007 0.012 0 041 0.067 Applied 0 04 34.62 114 03 41.87 2 11 10.24 0.031 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.055 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2077 490864.522 6937733.384 94.940 53.599 0 008 0.010 0 044 0.070 Applied 0 31 09.50 187 33 09.63 0 49 18.30 0.030 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.028 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2078 490864.519 6937733.383 94.925 53.585 0 005 0.009 0 029 0.056 Applied 1 29 58.80 25 30 31.69 358 39 53.39 0.032 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.058 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2079 490864.519 6937733.380 94.925 53.584 0 005 0.006 0 029 0.055 Applied 1 42 30.78 7 02 12.57 357 34 15.74 0.030 0 012 0 027 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.027 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2080 490864.521 6937733.386 94.915 53.574 0 007 0.012 0 019 0.045 Applied 0 23 32.13 12 38 07.56 3 02 05.78 0.033 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.059 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2081 490864.521 6937733.384 94.930 53.589 0 007 0.010 0 034 0.060 Applied 1 12 13.80 61 23 41.27 4 03 24.19 0.033 0 013 0 030 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.030 0.059 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2082 490864.523 6937733.383 94.916 53.575 0 008 0.009 0 020 0.046 Applied 1 45 25.67 33 37 32.47 3 14 08.37 0.037 0 014 0 035 0.009 0.011 0.025 0.035 0.068 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2083 490864.526 6937733.381 94.929 53.588 0 011 0.007 0 033 0.059 Applied 2 00 29.39 34 57 10.89 4 57 51.89 0.038 0 015 0 035 0.009 0.011 0.026 0.035 0.068 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2084 490864.524 6937733.386 94.925 53.585 0 009 0.012 0 029 0.056 Applied 0 44 08.28 18 47 30.40 9 01 57.58 0.035 0 014 0 032 0.009 0.010 0.024 0.032 0.063 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2085 490864.519 6937733.385 94.932 53.591 0 005 0.011 0 036 0.062 Applied 0 23 38.25 3 10 16.65 4 47 02.75 0.030 0 012 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.054 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2086 490864.521 6937733.384 94.933 53.593 0 007 0.010 0 037 0.064 Applied 0 30 44.20 262 09 30.38 8 02 25.31 0.031 0 013 0 028 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.056 2.2 1.7 0.7 1.5 1.4
GS_Auto_2087 490864.520 6937733.384 94.935 53.594 0 006 0.010 0 039 0.065 Applied 0 42 46.23 348 08 18.41 5 43 24.82 0.026 0 012 0 023 0.008 0.009 0.020 0.023 0.046 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2088 490864.520 6937733.384 94.936 53.596 0 006 0.010 0 040 0.067 Applied 1 30 21.69 341 14 20.47 3 05 11.88 0.026 0 012 0 023 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.023 0.045 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2089 490864.520 6937733.382 94.929 53.588 0 006 0.008 0 033 0.059 Applied 2 27 53.11 42 31 44.18 1 14 31.35 0.024 0 011 0 022 0.008 0.008 0.019 0.022 0.042 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2090 490864.527 6937733.390 94.908 53.567 0 013 0.016 0 012 0.038 Applied 1 43 48.88 51 17 12.41 2 14 28.33 0.016 0 009 0 013 0.007 0.007 0.016 0.013 0.025 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2091 490864.528 6937733.387 94.906 53.565 0 014 0.013 0 010 0.036 Applied 2 17 01.39 55 41 18.56 0 26 33.36 0.018 0 010 0 015 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.015 0.029 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2092 490864.528 6937733.386 94.902 53.561 0 014 0.012 0 006 0.032 Applied 0 50 53.97 54 17 35.69 4 57 11.96 0.018 0 010 0 015 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.015 0.029 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2093 490864.529 6937733.389 94.904 53.564 0 015 0.015 0 008 0.035 Applied 2 35 23.33 59 12 20.83 4 17 16.32 0.018 0 010 0 015 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.015 0.029 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2094 490864.529 6937733.387 94.900 53.559 0 015 0.013 0 004 0.030 Applied 0 49 01.22 80 59 18.71 0 45 03.52 0.017 0 010 0 014 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.014 0.028 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2095 490864.530 6937733.388 94.897 53.557 0 016 0.014 0 001 0.028 Applied 1 03 46.65 41 38 49.57 9 54 19.76 0.017 0 010 0 014 0.007 0.007 0.017 0.014 0.027 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2096 490864.531 6937733.387 94.902 53.562 0 017 0.013 0 006 0.033 Applied 0 34 08.11 99 17 17.41 13 12 46.49 0.019 0 011 0 016 0.008 0.008 0.019 0.016 0.031 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2097 490864.529 6937733.389 94.904 53.563 0 015 0.015 0 008 0.034 Applied 0 33 56.56 23 59 49.56 8 10 11.46 0.017 0 010 0 014 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.014 0.027 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2098 490864.532 6937733.390 94.900 53.559 0 018 0.016 0 004 0.030 Applied 1 53 23.51 75 03 27.88 15 48 40.87 0.017 0 010 0 014 0.007 0.007 0.018 0.014 0.027 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2099 490864.529 6937733.392 94.910 53.569 0 014 0.018 0 014 0.040 Applied 0 17 59.20 88 25 55.61 16 03 18.72 0.019 0 011 0 015 0.007 0.008 0.019 0.015 0.030 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_2100 490864.532 6937733.391 94.904 53.563 0 018 0.017 0 008 0.034 Applied 1 15 23.43 52 00 05.26 14 27 34.13 0.019 0 011 0 016 0.007 0.008 0.018 0.016 0.030 1.9 1.5 0.6 1.4 1.2




GS_Auto_2090a 490864.521 6937733.385 94.931 0 007 0.011 0.035 Applied 6 05 52 51 138 49 27.34 12 09 07.82 0.028 0.012 0.025 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.025 0.049 1.7 1 3 0.6 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2091a 490864.523 6937733.384 94.932 0 009 0.010 0.035 Applied 6 02 53 80 138 12 00.34 13 43 28.28 0.025 0.011 0.023 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.023 0.044 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2092a 490864.522 6937733.383 94.930 0 008 0.009 0.034 Applied 6 07 12 31 138 25 04.34 13 13 19.56 0.028 0.012 0.025 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.025 0.048 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2093a 490864.522 6937733.383 94.927 0 007 0.009 0.031 Applied 6 05 48 00 138 51 41.53 13 40 24.20 0.026 0.012 0.023 0.008 0.009 0.020 0.023 0.045 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2094a 490864.523 6937733.385 94.940 0 008 0.011 0.044 Applied 5 58 27.41 138 39 57.82 13 15 08.64 0.028 0.012 0.025 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.025 0.050 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2095a 490864.523 6937733.383 94.934 0 009 0.009 0.038 Applied 6 01 35.10 137 56 43.75 15 46 30.98 0.024 0.011 0.021 0.007 0.008 0.019 0.021 0.042 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2096a 490864.524 6937733.386 94.948 0 010 0.012 0.052 Applied 6 28 23 87 137 36 58.67 13 11 05.59 0.026 0.012 0.023 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.023 0.045 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2097a 490864.521 6937733.387 94.935 0 006 0.013 0.039 Applied 6 34 48.65 136 26 07.48 15 00 22.13 0.027 0.012 0.024 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.024 0.047 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2098a 490864.521 6937733.386 94.931 0 007 0.012 0.035 Applied 6 34 27 54 136 20 37.39 14 57 35.38 0.028 0.012 0.025 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.025 0.049 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2099a 490864.520 6937733.385 94.929 0 006 0.011 0.033 Applied 6 37 42 38 131 37 08.07 18 09 36.25 0.028 0.012 0.025 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.025 0.049 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2100a 490864.522 6937733.386 94.935 0 008 0.012 0.039 Applied 6 29 57 33 136 59 04.65 18 01 49.42 0.027 0.012 0.024 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.024 0.047 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_2101a 490864.523 6937733.387 94.939 0 009 0.013 0.043 Applied 6 27 45 93 136 37 04.67 18 59 07.69 0.026 0.012 0.024 0.008 0.009 0.020 0.024 0.046 1.6 1 3 0 5 1.2 1
Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Horiz SU Vert SU
MIN 490864.519 6937733.372 94.897 53 556 0 005 -0.002 0.001 0 027 0.015 0.025
MAX 490864.533 6937733.393 94.948 53 599 0 019 0.019 0.052 0 070 0.026 0.068
MEAN 490864.526 6937733.382 94.919 53 577 0 012 0.008 0.023 0 048 0.019 0.043
STDEV.S 0.004 0.004 0.011 0 010 0 004 0.004 0.011 0 010 0.002 0.010
CI 95% 0.007 0.008 0.022 0 020 0 007 0.008 0.022 0 020 0.005 0.020
Δs
55 
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PSM189287 490864.514 6937733 374 94.896 53.529 0 010 0 034
Point No. Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Tilt X Tilt Y Sigma Tilt X Sigma Tilt Y Heading
Sigma 
Heading HRMS VRMS Horiz SU Vert SU
3000 490864.506 6937733 387 94 9334 53.595 -0 008 0 013 0.037 0.066 -0.3259 -0.6943 0.1535 0.1535 -170 8680 0 9788 0.011 0.014 0.022 0.027
3001 490864.543 6937733 388 94 9336 53.596 0 029 0 014 0.038 0.067 -0.2716 -0 2956 0.0677 0.0677 -172 3657 0.6727 0.008 0.014 0.016 0.027
3002 490864.562 6937733 333 94 9371 53.599 0 048 -0.041 0.041 0.070 1.3074 -0 5203 0.0394 0.0394 -172 2114 1 3446 0.007 0.014 0.014 0.027
3003 490864.547 6937733 347 94 9319 53.594 0 033 -0.027 0.036 0.065 0.9807 -0.6287 0.0893 0.0893 -171 9585 0 8941 0.008 0.014 0.016 0.027
3004 490864.564 6937733 355 94 9283 53.590 0 050 -0.019 0.032 0.061 1.0465 -0.4248 0.3285 0.3286 -170 8679 0 9903 0.018 0.014 0.035 0.027
3005 490864.560 6937733 372 94 9308 53.593 0 046 -0.002 0.035 0.064 0.3490 -0.1576 0.0379 0.0379 -171.7766 0 5732 0.007 0.014 0.014 0.027
3006 490864.528 6937733 315 94 9261 53.588 0 014 -0.059 0.030 0.059 0.7311 -1 2356 0.1480 0.1480 -173 8053 6 0392 0.012 0.014 0.024 0.027
3007 490864.475 6937733 317 94 9228 53.585 -0 039 -0.057 0.027 0.056 -0.4541 -2.4001 0.1124 0.1124 -170.6238 7 9849 0.015 0.014 0.029 0.027
3008 490864.484 6937733 336 94 9208 53.583 -0 030 -0.038 0.025 0.054 -0.6087 -2 2792 0.1469 0.1469 -170 3272 6.7684 0.014 0.014 0.027 0.027
3009 490864.526 6937733 345 94 9157 53.578 0 012 -0.029 0.020 0.049 0.6370 -0.6622 0.0788 0.0788 -168 2035 1 5537 0.008 0.013 0.016 0.025
3010 490864.601 6937733 294 94 9229 53.585 0 087 -0.080 0.027 0.056 2.7767 -1.6106 0.0457 0.0457 -168 2621 2.1922 0.008 0.013 0.016 0.025
3011 490864.455 6937733 209 94 9222 53.584 -0 059 -0.165 0.026 0.055 -0.2419 -4 5258 0.0580 0.0580 -162 5248 21 5449 0.063 0.013 0.124 0.025
3012 490864.486 6937733 302 94 9171 53.579 -0 028 -0.072 0.021 0.050 -0.1193 -1 9333 0.0325 0.0325 -166 5776 6.6950 0.011 0.013 0.022 0.025
3013 490864.468 6937733 370 94 9208 53.583 -0 046 -0.004 0.025 0.054 -1.2225 -0 8476 0.0364 0.0364 -167.4075 3 0882 0.007 0.013 0.014 0.025
3014 490864.497 6937733 397 94 9191 53.581 -0 017 0 023 0.023 0.052 -0.7736 -0.1576 0.1037 0.1037 -170.1071 2.6670 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.024
3015 490864.513 6937733 352 94 9244 53.586 -0 001 -0.022 0.028 0.057 0.5024 -0 3439 0.1126 0.1126 -169 8862 0.6178 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.024
3016 490864.536 6937733 378 94 9249 53.587 0 022 0 004 0.029 0.058 0.1558 0 0128 0.0696 0.0696 -168.4846 2.1415 0.007 0.012 0.014 0.024
3017 490864.506 6937733 357 94 9203 53.582 -0 008 -0.017 0.024 0.053 -0.1841 -1 0084 0.0636 0.0636 -166 2061 1.7384 0.007 0.011 0.014 0.022
3018 490864.457 6937733 264 94 9246 53.587 -0 057 -0.110 0.029 0.057 -0.6237 -3.6082 0.0615 0.0615 -165.7134 15 9500 0.038 0.012 0.075 0.024
3019 490864.497 6937733.401 94 9307 53.593 -0 017 0 027 0.035 0.064 -0.7592 -0 5327 0.1215 0.1215 -165 2774 1 9145 0.009 0.012 0.018 0.024
3020 490864.513 6937733 351 94.925 53.587 -0 001 -0.023 0.029 0.058 0.4029 -1 0794 0.0940 0.0940 -167.4481 0.6843 0.007 0.012 0.014 0.024
3021 490864.470 6937733 397 94 9246 53.587 -0 044 0 023 0.029 0.057 -1.1489 -1.1150 0.2940 0.2941 -166.4094 1 5369 0.016 0.011 0.031 0.022
3022 490864.486 6937733 289 94 9222 53.584 -0 028 -0.085 0.026 0.055 -0.3246 -2.6790 0.0486 0.0486 -169.6283 11.4793 0.021 0.012 0.041 0.024
3023 490864.443 6937733 274 94 9285 53.591 -0 071 -0.100 0.032 0.061 -0.7197 -3.4686 0.1214 0.1214 -168 2005 16 3801 0.038 0.012 0.075 0.024
3024 490864.500 6937733 525 94 9218 53.584 -0 014 0.151 0.026 0.055 -3.2034 -0.7166 0.4540 0.4547 -179 0399 4 3416 0.026 0.011 0.051 0.022
3025 490864.700 6937733.408 94 9379 53.600 0.186 0 034 0.042 0.071 -6.7041 -4 3347 0.1887 0.1900 41.1267 20 9886 0.108 0.012 0.212 0.024
3026 490864.516 6937733 379 94 9278 53.590 0 002 0 005 0.032 0.061 0.0403 -0.1344 0.0761 0.0761 78.6082 0.6263 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.020
3027 490864.522 6937733 388 94 9197 53.582 0 008 0 014 0.024 0.053 0.0489 -0.6059 0.0515 0.0515 80 3255 3 0360 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.020
3028 490864.525 6937733 383 94.925 53.587 0 011 0 009 0.029 0.058 -0.0841 -0 3233 0.0756 0.0756 82.1386 1 5877 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.018
3029 490864.532 6937733.412 94 9257 53.588 0 018 0 038 0.030 0.059 -0.4133 -1 0423 0.0833 0.0833 80 9721 0 9836 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.018
3030 490864.522 6937733.416 94 9239 53.586 0 008 0 042 0.028 0.057 -0.1620 -1 3181 0.0918 0.0918 82 5472 1 5729 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.018
3031 490864.537 6937733 383 94 9249 53.587 0 023 0 009 0.029 0.058 -0.1351 -0 0562 0.3398 0.3398 90.7736 1 9400 0.018 0.009 0.035 0.018
3032 490864.512 6937733 391 94 9254 53.587 -0 002 0 017 0.029 0.058 -0.1399 -0 5354 0.0948 0.0948 92.1353 0 9752 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.018
3033 490864.553 6937733.420 94 9291 53.591 0 039 0 046 0.033 0.062 -1.4682 -1.1240 0.1036 0.1036 86.1272 4 3876 0.009 0.009 0.018 0.018
3034 490864.515 6937733 390 94 9296 53.592 0 001 0 016 0.034 0.063 0.0976 -0 3671 0.1559 0.1559 93 2375 1 8368 0.009 0.009 0.018 0.018
3035 490864.542 6937733 386 94 9293 53.591 0 028 0 012 0.033 0.062 -0.8577 -0 2402 0.0976 0.0977 88 3815 0 8620 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.020
3036 490864.537 6937733.400 94 9224 53.584 0 023 0 026 0.026 0.055 -0.6617 -0 5216 0.1662 0.1662 89.1787 1 5761 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.020
3037 490864.471 6937733.400 94 9386 53.601 -0 043 0 026 0.043 0.072 0.3117 -0 2933 0.2732 0.2732 97.1395 4 0699 0.015 0.010 0.029 0.020
3038 490864.525 6937733 391 94 9299 53.592 0 011 0 017 0.034 0.063 -0.0806 -0 5795 0.1439 0.1439 98 2889 4 5802 0.009 0.010 0.018 0.020
3039 490864.495 6937733.404 94 9261 53.588 -0 019 0 030 0.030 0.059 0.1501 -0 9780 0.2366 0.2366 99 9473 1 2109 0.013 0.010 0.025 0.020
3040 490864.490 6937733 327 94 9314 53.593 -0 024 -0.047 0.035 0.064 1.5237 -0.4294 0.0923 0.0923 118 9610 10 8681 0.013 0.011 0.025 0.022
3041 490864.546 6937733.426 94 9201 53.582 0 032 0 052 0.024 0.053 -1.4358 -1 2388 0.0979 0.0979 111 8289 2 3686 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.024
3042 490864.512 6937733 321 94 9204 53.582 -0 002 -0.053 0.024 0.053 1.3466 -0 5096 0.1430 0.1430 121 9599 11 8639 0.015 0.011 0.029 0.022
3043 490864.481 6937733 213 94 9259 53.588 -0 033 -0.161 0.030 0.059 4.0008 -1 2143 0.1054 0.1057 125 9631 30.1868 0.082 0.012 0.161 0.024
3044 490864.473 6937733 201 94 9441 53.606 -0 041 -0.173 0.048 0.077 3.9648 0 2688 0.4470 0.4480 123 5778 22.4176 0.062 0.012 0.122 0.024




3046 490864.527 6937733.395 94.927 53.589 0.013 0 021 0 031 0.060 -0.3659 -0.2434 0 0585 0 0585 117 5442 2.9146 0.006 0.012 0.012 0.024
3047 490864.522 6937733.385 94 9261 53.588 0.008 0 011 0 030 0.059 -0.0101 -0.1541 0.1786 0.1786 117.4033 1.8535 0.011 0.012 0.022 0.024
3048 490864.529 6937733.401 94 9273 53.589 0.015 0 027 0 031 0.060 -0.7328 -0.6759 0.1284 0.1284 104.1867 0.9126 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3049 490864.527 6937733.387 94 9255 53.588 0.013 0 013 0 029 0.058 -0.4687 -0.8166 0.1966 0.1966 108 9393 5.8437 0.012 0.011 0.024 0.022
3050 490864.537 6937733.381 94 9351 53.597 0.023 0 007 0 039 0.068 -0.1938 -0.2488 0 0650 0 0650 110 0158 4.4256 0.006 0.011 0.012 0.022
3051 490864.513 6937733.349 94 9255 53.587 -0.001 -0 025 0 029 0.058 0.7433 0.0330 0 0617 0 0617 108 8177 4.5848 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.020
3052 490864.514 6937733.369 94 9347 53.597 0.000 -0 005 0 039 0.068 0.1394 -0.2244 0.1012 0.1012 110 0019 4.3471 0.007 0.011 0.014 0.022
3053 490864.507 6937733.321 94 9418 53.604 -0.007 -0 053 0 046 0.075 1.4221 -0.2541 0 0930 0 0930 113.4718 11.3523 0.013 0.011 0.025 0.022
3054 490864.447 6937733.169 94 9399 53.602 -0.067 -0 205 0 044 0.073 4.6610 -2.2066 0.1328 0.1332 130.4507 41.1456 0.136 0.014 0.267 0.027
3055 490864.455 6937733.174 94 9427 53.605 -0.059 -0 200 0 047 0.076 4.5374 -1.9904 0.1095 0.1098 127.6191 38.9748 0.124 0.013 0.244 0.025
3056 490864.458 6937733.371 94 9418 53.604 -0.056 -0 003 0 046 0.075 1.6802 -1.2948 0.1312 0.1313 106 8058 5.8831 0.012 0.012 0.024 0.024
3057 490864.554 6937733.459 94 9382 53.600 0.040 0 085 0 042 0.071 -2.2825 -1.0847 0.1113 0.1113 84 2515 8.2950 0.016 0.012 0.031 0.024
3058 490864.534 6937733.390 94 9381 53.600 0.020 0 016 0 042 0.071 -0.2110 -0.6562 0.1430 0.1430 89.7353 4.7126 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3059 490864.532 6937733.362 94 9368 53.599 0.018 -0 012 0 041 0.070 -0.1036 0.4169 0.1636 0.1636 91.4566 1.8477 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3060 490864.536 6937733.380 94 9443 53.606 0.022 0 006 0 048 0.077 -1.0040 -0.2782 0.1691 0.1691 87.4091 1.9372 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3061 490864.517 6937733.367 94 9324 53.594 0.003 -0 007 0 036 0.065 0.0444 -0.6499 0.1604 0.1604 89.4691 4.9404 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3062 490864.477 6937733.389 94 9466 53.609 -0.037 0 015 0 051 0.079 1.1856 -1.4210 0.1867 0.1867 95 5530 6.7357 0.014 0.010 0.027 0.020
3063 490864.519 6937733.349 94 9343 53.596 0.005 -0 025 0 038 0.067 -0.0424 0.2318 0.1675 0.1675 89.4405 4.7599 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.020
3064 490864.580 6937733.380 94 9394 53.601 0.066 0 006 0 043 0.072 -1.5382 0.9822 0 0673 0 0673 91 8096 3.5504 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.020
3065 490864.508 6937733.376 94 9315 53.594 -0.006 0 002 0 035 0.064 0.4261 0.0128 0.1288 0.1288 101.6625 1.5441 0.008 0.011 0.016 0.022
3066 490864.509 6937733.370 94 9396 53.602 -0.005 -0 004 0 044 0.072 0.6154 -0.0002 0 0682 0 0682 102 9847 2.0965 0.006 0.011 0.012 0.022
3067 490864.501 6937733.373 94 9344 53.596 -0.013 -0 001 0 038 0.067 0.7007 -0.3236 0 0937 0 0937 105.4347 4.1437 0.007 0.011 0.014 0.022
3068 490864.523 6937733.426 94 9338 53.596 0.009 0 052 0 038 0.067 -0.5566 -1.4307 0.1850 0.1850 97 5724 1.8788 0.011 0.011 0.022 0.022
3069 490864.421 6937733.545 94 9407 53.603 -0.093 0.171 0 045 0.074 -0.1122 -5.6464 0 2350 0 2350 92 2376 2.1371 0.015 0.010 0.029 0.020
3070 490864.331 6937733.515 94 9384 53.600 -0.183 0.141 0 042 0.071 -0.2123 -6.5935 0.1662 0.1662 88.6499 5.2478 0.024 0.011 0.047 0.022
3071 490864.352 6937733.517 94 9265 53.588 -0.162 0.143 0 031 0.059 -1.1841 -5.9258 0.1566 0.1566 88 0236 6.6866 0.028 0.011 0.055 0.022
3072 490864.562 6937733.459 94 9388 53.601 0.048 0 085 0 043 0.072 -2.4939 -1.9828 0 2210 0 2212 84.1043 8.4422 0.021 0.011 0.041 0.022
3073 490864.661 6937733.404 94 9404 53.602 0.147 0 030 0 044 0.073 -1.8597 2.7826 0 2314 0 2316 87.6486 10.2392 0.026 0.011 0.051 0.022
3074 490864.639 6937733.383 94 9465 53.609 0.125 0 009 0 050 0.079 -1.6298 3.3338 0 0562 0 0562 84 2154 11.6575 0.028 0.011 0.055 0.022
3075 490864.510 6937733.373 94 9344 53.596 -0.004 -0 001 0 038 0.067 0.4813 0.1804 0 0803 0 0803 99 5416 0.8344 0.007 0.011 0.014 0.022
3076 490864.528 6937733.396 94 9415 53.604 0.014 0 022 0 046 0.074 -0.6573 -0.8357 0 0624 0 0624 93.1100 2.0320 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.020
3077 490864.500 6937733.411 94.937 53.599 -0.014 0 037 0 041 0.070 -0.6667 -1.3799 0 0891 0 0891 90 5016 0.7803 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.020
3078 490864.452 6937733.453 94.934 53.596 -0.062 0 079 0 038 0.067 -0.2197 -2.8865 0 0694 0 0694 88.6782 2.6239 0.008 0.010 0.016 0.020
3079 490864.532 6937733.394 94 9338 53.596 0.018 0 020 0 038 0.067 -0.6422 -0.5130 0 0986 0 0986 85 8428 1.1019 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.020
3080 490864.471 6937733.406 94 9396 53.602 -0.043 0 032 0 044 0.072 0.2628 -1.3311 0 0887 0 0887 91.4392 1.0711 0.007 0.011 0.014 0.022
3081 490864.515 6937733.356 94 9295 53.591 0.001 -0 018 0 034 0.062 -0.1284 0.3844 0.1381 0.1381 91 5555 2.6032 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3082 490864.513 6937733.367 94 9275 53.589 -0.001 -0 007 0 031 0.060 0.1280 -0.2397 0.1575 0.1575 91 3366 3.0666 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3083 490864.476 6937733.417 94 9312 53.593 -0.038 0 043 0 035 0.064 -0.2184 -1.9663 0 3946 0 3946 90 5228 2.3637 0.021 0.011 0.041 0.022
3084 490864.526 6937733.461 94 9308 53.593 0.012 0 087 0 035 0.064 -1.1518 -2.6271 0.1677 0.1677 86 5601 1.8464 0.011 0.011 0.022 0.022
3085 490864.508 6937733.409 94 9262 53.588 -0.006 0 035 0 030 0.059 -0.2280 -0.5882 0.1905 0.1905 92.6706 2.9484 0.011 0.011 0.022 0.022
3086 490864.611 6937733.482 94 9344 53.596 0.097 0.108 0 038 0.067 -3.8504 -2.0557 0 3329 0 3337 71 8835 14.9023 0.045 0.011 0.088 0.022
3087 490864.542 6937733.388 94.923 53.585 0.028 0 014 0 027 0.056 -0.8788 -0.3850 0.1293 0.1294 88 5550 1.6115 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3088 490864.551 6937733.345 94 9293 53.591 0.037 -0 029 0 033 0.062 -1.3375 1.3331 0.1589 0.1589 85 0390 3.5233 0.011 0.011 0.022 0.022
3089 490864.513 6937733.423 94 9303 53.592 -0.001 0 049 0 034 0.063 -0.5302 -1.4307 0.1536 0.1536 84.6553 1.2665 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3090 490864.515 6937733.398 94 9294 53.591 0.001 0 024 0 033 0.062 -0.5783 -0.9355 0 0574 0 0574 85.1755 1.8064 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.020
3091 490864.544 6937733.412 94 9305 53.592 0.030 0 038 0 034 0.063 -1.3329 -0.7780 0.1085 0.1085 82 8410 5.3460 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3092 490864.521 6937733.469 94 9342 53.596 0.007 0 095 0 038 0.067 -0.9159 -2.6374 0.1777 0.1777 85 3227 4.6184 0.014 0.011 0.027 0.022
3093 490864.457 6937733.430 94 9312 53.593 -0.057 0 056 0 035 0.064 0.6679 -1.7238 0.1705 0.1705 100.4720 1.2509 0.010 0.011 0.020 0.022
3094 490864.538 6937733.376 94 9288 53.591 0.024 0 002 0 033 0.062 -0.7234 0.2803 0.1346 0.1347 94 2839 1.0221 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.022
3095 490864.487 6937733.402 94 9297 53.592 -0.027 0 028 0 034 0.063 -0.1405 -1.3718 0 2420 0 2420 90.1705 1.1251 0.014 0.011 0.027 0.022
3096 490864.593 6937733.308 94 9262 53.588 0.079 -0 066 0 030 0.059 -1.3307 2.2728 0.4290 0.4291 91.4355 1.7124 0.023 0.011 0.045 0.022
3097 490864.554 6937733.300 94 9254 53.587 0.040 -0 074 0 029 0.058 0.4704 1.8087 0 2961 0 2961 95.1979 6.1940 0.018 0.011 0.035 0.022
3098 490864.545 6937733.403 94.915 53.577 0.031 0 029 0 019 0.048 -0.6527 -1.3744 0 2033 0 2034 90.1474 3.6669 0.012 0.010 0.024 0.020
3099 490864.499 6937733.383 94 9257 53.588 -0.015 0 009 0 030 0.059 0.5416 -1.0134 0.1889 0.1889 92.7311 4.4911 0.011 0.010 0.022 0.020
3100 490864.435 6937733.436 94 9263 53.588 -0.079 0 062 0 030 0.059 0.1099 -3.4260 0 0526 0 0526 96 3922 2.9704 0.009 0.010 0.018 0.020






Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Horiz SU Vert SU
MIN 490864 331 6937733.169 94 915 53 577 -0.183 -0.205 0.019 0.048 0.010 0.018
MAX 490864.700 6937733.545 94 947 53.609 0.186 0.171 0.051 0.079 0.267 0.027
MEAN 490864 514 6937733.377 94 930 53 592 0.000 0.003 0.034 0.063 0.033 0.022
STDEV.S 0 050 0.065 0 007 0 007 0.050 0.065 0.007 0.007 0.044 0.003




Appendix E: Test 3 Leica GS18 T Excel Spreadsheet 
 
 
Form 6 Easting Northing Ellip. Height AHD Horiz Uncert Vert Uncert
Satellite 
System GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/Beidou
PSM189287 490864.514 6937733.374 94.896 53.529 0.010 0.034 Network iMax
Point No. Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD Tilt Status Tilt [°] Tilt Direction [°]
Sensor






Height Vert SU GDOP PDOP HDOP VDOP TDOP
GS_Auto_3000 490864.540 6937733.385 94.910 53.569 -0.026 -0.011 -0.013 -0.040 Applied 28 28 26 46.44 130 52 25.00 171 50 45.84 0.020 0.016 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.028 0.012 0.023 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3001 490864.543 6937733.386 94.907 53.567 -0.028 -0.012 -0.011 -0.038 Applied 29 29 20 36.27 123 17 49.33 168 13 40.64 0.021 0.017 0.013 0.010 0.014 0.031 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3002 490864.544 6937733.388 94.917 53.576 -0.030 -0.014 -0.021 -0.047 Applied 30 30 21 02.21 120 40 40.14 157 05 25.44 0.021 0.017 0.012 0.010 0.015 0.034 0.012 0.023 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3003 490864.542 6937733.386 94.913 53.573 -0.028 -0.012 -0.017 -0.044 Applied 30 29 59 35.97 121 22 05.23 166 29 48.79 0.023 0.018 0.014 0.010 0.015 0.035 0.014 0.027 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3004 490864.542 6937733.382 94.916 53.576 -0.028 -0.008 -0.020 -0.047 Applied 28 28 29 56.16 120 34 48.87 165 36 19.48 0.022 0.018 0.013 0.010 0.015 0.035 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3005 490864.541 6937733.387 94.916 53.576 -0.027 -0.013 -0.020 -0.047 Applied 28 28 18 52.50 121 53 37.56 164 48 11.98 0.023 0.018 0.014 0.010 0.015 0.035 0.014 0.027 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3006 490864.542 6937733.383 94.919 53.578 -0.028 -0.009 -0.023 -0.049 Applied 28 28 15 02.51 119 04 43.44 161 36 51.24 0.022 0.018 0.012 0.010 0.016 0.037 0.012 0.024 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3007 490864.543 6937733.381 94.910 53.569 -0.029 -0.007 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 29 28 55 51.15 119 26 53.52 153 27 05.98 0.023 0.019 0.013 0.010 0.016 0.039 0.013 0.026 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3008 490864.540 6937733.380 94.913 53.572 -0.026 -0.006 -0.016 -0.043 Applied 29 28 35 06.17 119 23 42.69 153 18 32.44 0.023 0.019 0.013 0.010 0.016 0.039 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3009 490864.539 6937733.381 94.916 53.575 -0.025 -0.007 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 28 28 08 50.05 121 59 56.83 156 20 28.58 0.024 0.020 0.013 0.011 0.016 0.038 0.013 0.026 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3010 490864.540 6937733.377 94.913 53.572 -0.026 -0.003 -0.017 -0.043 Applied 28 27 58 55.58 121 39 43.97 158 59 05.07 0.023 0.020 0.012 0.011 0.016 0.038 0.012 0.024 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3011 490864.539 6937733.375 94.916 53.575 -0.025 -0.001 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 24 23 54 25.85 122 03 10.22 162 08 40.68 0.021 0.017 0.011 0.010 0.014 0.033 0.011 0.022 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3012 490864.533 6937733.375 94.914 53.574 -0.019 -0.001 -0.018 -0.045 Applied 25 24 56 10.37 121 48 03.18 159 16 29.07 0.022 0.018 0.012 0.010 0.015 0.035 0.012 0.024 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3013 490864.537 6937733.376 94.920 53.579 -0.023 -0.002 -0.024 -0.050 Applied 23 23 05 43.32 120 23 29.33 160 23 39.44 0.021 0.018 0.012 0.010 0.015 0.034 0.012 0.023 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3014 490864.534 6937733.372 94.919 53.578 -0.020 0.002 -0.023 -0.049 Applied 24 24 00 48.28 118 55 21.80 161 45 12.99 0.022 0.018 0.012 0.010 0.016 0.037 0.012 0.023 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3015 490864.533 6937733.374 94.916 53.576 -0.019 0.000 -0.020 -0.047 Applied 26 26 19 43.52 119 50 18.62 160 59 52.77 0.023 0.020 0.012 0.011 0.017 0.040 0.012 0.023 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3016 490864.533 6937733.373 94.919 53.578 -0.019 0.001 -0.023 -0.049 Applied 25 25 22 25.43 118 12 50.82 160 58 56.62 0.024 0.020 0.013 0.010 0.017 0.041 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3017 490864.532 6937733.373 94.914 53.574 -0.018 0.001 -0.018 -0.045 Applied 26 25 54 28.92 120 28 52.33 155 14 27.71 0.024 0.021 0.013 0.011 0.017 0.041 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3018 490864.531 6937733.370 94.903 53.563 -0.017 0.004 -0.007 -0.034 Applied 26 25 54 42.14 121 12 20.36 159 34 27.70 0.025 0.021 0.013 0.011 0.018 0.041 0.013 0.026 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3019 490864.527 6937733.367 94.909 53.568 -0.013 0.007 -0.013 -0.039 Applied 27 26 43 48.76 120 30 32.77 158 21 30.67 0.025 0.022 0.013 0.012 0.018 0.043 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3020 490864.527 6937733.363 94.908 53.567 -0.013 0.011 -0.011 -0.038 Applied 27 26 32 38.20 120 43 29.32 157 39 50.25 0.025 0.022 0.012 0.012 0.018 0.043 0.012 0.024 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3021 490864.526 6937733.364 94.910 53.569 -0.012 0.010 -0.013 -0.040 Applied 26 26 02 24.24 119 11 43.79 157 43 47.74 0.025 0.022 0.013 0.011 0.019 0.045 0.013 0.025 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3022 490864.526 6937733.364 94.910 53.569 -0.012 0.010 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 26 26 13 25.42 119 27 19.20 157 25 52.49 0.027 0.023 0.014 0.012 0.019 0.046 0.014 0.027 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3023 490864.524 6937733.365 94.911 53.570 -0.010 0.009 -0.015 -0.041 Applied 26 26 27 23.17 117 24 23.40 159 57 21.81 0.027 0.023 0.014 0.011 0.020 0.049 0.014 0.026 1.6 1.3 0.5 1.2 1
GS_Auto_3024 490864.525 6937733.365 94.909 53.568 -0.010 0.009 -0.013 -0.039 Applied 26 26 03 29.30 117 58 02.14 161 12 45.85 0.026 0.023 0.012 0.011 0.020 0.048 0.012 0.024 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3025 490864.527 6937733.368 94.915 53.574 -0.012 0.006 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 25 25 23 52.64 116 26 34.66 165 39 02.07 0.026 0.022 0.013 0.011 0.019 0.047 0.013 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3026 490864.530 6937733.375 94.902 53.561 -0.016 -0.001 -0.005 -0.032 Applied 26 26 10 27.68 109 20 56.43 163 39 29.08 0.021 0.016 0.013 0.008 0.015 0.038 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3027 490864.533 6937733.381 94.905 53.564 -0.018 -0.007 -0.009 -0.035 Applied 27 26 30 41.17 109 39 59.64 162 53 26.46 0.019 0.014 0.013 0.007 0.012 0.029 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3028 490864.532 6937733.379 94.904 53.564 -0.018 -0.005 -0.008 -0.035 Applied 27 27 29 41.83 124 59 34.17 163 26 50.43 0.018 0.013 0.013 0.008 0.010 0.023 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3029 490864.533 6937733.382 94.910 53.569 -0.019 -0.008 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 27 27 27 49.41 128 30 43.73 165 50 32.48 0.017 0.012 0.012 0.008 0.009 0.021 0.012 0.024 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3030 490864.529 6937733.375 94.902 53.561 -0.015 -0.001 -0.006 -0.032 Applied 27 26 53 03.62 122 36 34.65 167 28 31.67 0.017 0.011 0.012 0.007 0.009 0.021 0.012 0.024 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3031 490864.529 6937733.371 94.898 53.557 -0.015 0.003 -0.002 -0.028 Applied 30 29 50 35.79 114 45 56.74 157 01 13.66 0.018 0.012 0.014 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.014 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3032 490864.534 6937733.376 94.907 53.566 -0.020 -0.002 -0.011 -0.037 Applied 37 36 41 27.57 104 23 00.10 160 08 52.48 0.020 0.014 0.015 0.006 0.012 0.031 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3033 490864.540 6937733.377 94.910 53.569 -0.026 -0.003 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 48 48 19 28.51 109 10 58.41 169 43 56.50 0.020 0.015 0.013 0.007 0.013 0.036 0.013 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3034 490864.541 6937733.382 94.908 53.568 -0.027 -0.008 -0.012 -0.039 Applied 50 50 07 30.58 112 41 00.77 168 58 02.86 0.022 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.014 0.035 0.016 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3035 490864.537 6937733.386 94.905 53.565 -0.023 -0.012 -0.009 -0.036 Applied 49 49 12 38.08 114 57 53.83 169 30 22.44 0.021 0.015 0.015 0.008 0.013 0.033 0.015 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3036 490864.539 6937733.388 94.911 53.570 -0.024 -0.014 -0.015 -0.041 Applied 48 47 50 09.14 115 07 58.37 169 41 02.27 0.021 0.015 0.014 0.008 0.013 0.033 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3037 490864.535 6937733.383 94.908 53.567 -0.021 -0.009 -0.012 -0.038 Applied 48 47 33 32.30 115 21 37.14 165 55 02.99 0.023 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.014 0.034 0.016 0.031 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3038 490864.539 6937733.387 94.906 53.566 -0.025 -0.013 -0.010 -0.037 Applied 47 46 57 20.58 111 25 58.89 168 46 33.63 0.024 0.017 0.017 0.008 0.015 0.037 0.017 0.034 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3039 490864.541 6937733.389 94.910 53.569 -0.026 -0.015 -0.013 -0.040 Applied 51 51 18 46.90 112 15 07.72 174 37 28.77 0.023 0.017 0.016 0.008 0.015 0.039 0.016 0.031 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3040 490864.539 6937733.403 94.910 53.569 -0.025 -0.029 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 61 60 31 45.98 111 19 32.24 175 06 16.25 0.026 0.019 0.018 0.009 0.017 0.046 0.018 0.034 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3041 490864.531 6937733.382 94.898 53.557 -0.017 -0.008 -0.002 -0.028 Applied 57 56 49 57.43 111 55 38.03 176 42 05.68 0.028 0.020 0.020 0.009 0.017 0.045 0.020 0.040 1.9 1.5 0.7 1.3 1.2
GS_Auto_3042 490864.535 6937733.381 94.896 53.556 -0.021 -0.007 0.000 -0.027 Applied 58 57 47 45.16 115 40 07.92 178 37 59.45 0.027 0.019 0.018 0.010 0.017 0.042 0.018 0.035 1.9 1.5 0.7 1.3 1.2
GS_Auto_3043 490864.536 6937733.391 94.915 53.574 -0.021 -0.017 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 59 58 45 44.79 106 51 52.11 174 14 20.64 0.030 0.021 0.022 0.009 0.018 0.049 0.022 0.043 2 1.6 0.7 1.4 1.2
GS_Auto_3044 490864.521 6937733.376 94.879 53.539 -0.007 -0.002 0.017 -0.010 Applied 44 43 52 06.93 106 43 08.04 170 13 43.07 0.029 0.019 0.022 0.010 0.016 0.039 0.022 0.044 2.3 1.7 0.9 1.5 1.5
GS_Auto_3045 490864.530 6937733.376 94.904 53.564 -0.016 -0.002 -0.008 -0.035 Applied 30 30 12 03.69 103 34 54.55 162 36 09.60 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.006 0.011 0.028 0.015 0.029 1.9 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.2
GS_Auto_3046 490864.530 6937733.376 94.902 53.561 -0.015 -0.002 -0.006 -0.032 Applied 29 28 52 26.79 110 50 44.79 163 56 15.70 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.015 0.029 1.9 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.2
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GS_Auto_3047 490864.530 6937733.374 94.902 53.561 -0.016 0.000 -0.006 -0.032 Applied 30 29 55 37.50 112 04 09.55 168 58 34.92 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.027 0.014 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3048 490864.530 6937733.379 94.907 53.566 -0.016 -0.005 -0.011 -0.037 Applied 29 28 44 57.45 111 31 10.21 168 35 19.32 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3049 490864.527 6937733.372 94.897 53.556 -0.012 0.002 -0.001 -0.027 Applied 29 29 08 57.02 109 01 41.89 165 17 04.94 0.019 0.013 0.015 0.007 0.011 0.027 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3050 490864.530 6937733.375 94.905 53.564 -0.016 -0.001 -0.009 -0.035 Applied 29 29 11 59.55 107 21 40.73 162 26 45.37 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.006 0.011 0.026 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3051 490864.530 6937733.374 94.898 53.557 -0.016 0.000 -0.002 -0.028 Applied 30 30 15 59.66 103 29 00.32 168 49 00.84 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.006 0.011 0.028 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3052 490864.529 6937733.375 94.893 53.553 -0.015 -0.001 0.003 -0.024 Applied 30 30 22 43.25 104 45 16.91 150 43 47.70 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.006 0.011 0.028 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3053 490864.530 6937733.374 94.903 53.563 -0.016 0.000 -0.007 -0.034 Applied 31 30 31 10.88 115 42 17.81 164 28 58.39 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3054 490864.531 6937733.379 94.902 53.562 -0.017 -0.005 -0.006 -0.033 Applied 31 30 59 24.88 120 34 43.44 163 05 57.60 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3055 490864.533 6937733.383 94.909 53.569 -0.019 -0.009 -0.013 -0.040 Applied 31 31 27 57.16 119 05 31.66 157 47 27.97 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.008 0.011 0.024 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3056 490864.530 6937733.380 94.899 53.558 -0.016 -0.006 -0.003 -0.029 Applied 32 31 31 22.23 109 15 08.09 158 53 16.01 0.018 0.013 0.013 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.013 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3057 490864.532 6937733.382 94.899 53.558 -0.018 -0.008 -0.003 -0.029 Applied 29 29 20 55.17 111 01 56.90 162 50 46.45 0.020 0.013 0.016 0.007 0.011 0.024 0.016 0.031 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3058 490864.530 6937733.381 94.907 53.566 -0.016 -0.007 -0.010 -0.037 Applied 31 31 19 35.67 120 50 25.71 168 28 06.60 0.019 0.012 0.014 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.014 0.027 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3059 490864.528 6937733.376 94.899 53.559 -0.014 -0.002 -0.003 -0.030 Applied 32 31 58 44.71 119 47 45.49 163 42 29.67 0.020 0.013 0.016 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.016 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3060 490864.527 6937733.376 94.909 53.568 -0.012 -0.002 -0.013 -0.039 Applied 29 29 25 40.65 121 02 01.56 165 34 19.39 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3061 490864.526 6937733.378 94.914 53.573 -0.012 -0.004 -0.018 -0.044 Applied 28 27 42 56.80 116 01 27.13 166 51 08.48 0.020 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.015 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3062 490864.526 6937733.375 94.910 53.569 -0.012 -0.001 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 27 26 53 51.25 122 14 07.96 166 10 36.22 0.019 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.022 0.015 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3063 490864.529 6937733.374 94.914 53.574 -0.015 0.000 -0.018 -0.045 Applied 28 28 13 07.40 114 35 23.10 158 23 47.35 0.020 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.015 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3064 490864.527 6937733.374 94.916 53.575 -0.013 0.000 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 29 28 55 01.39 111 09 08.60 158 58 36.56 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.007 0.011 0.025 0.015 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3065 490864.528 6937733.369 94.921 53.580 -0.014 0.005 -0.025 -0.051 Applied 29 29 00 29.16 110 44 46.40 168 13 39.25 0.020 0.013 0.016 0.007 0.011 0.025 0.016 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3066 490864.528 6937733.367 94.914 53.573 -0.014 0.007 -0.017 -0.044 Applied 25 24 43 20.23 116 35 03.01 170 31 57.16 0.021 0.012 0.017 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3067 490864.531 6937733.376 94.915 53.574 -0.017 -0.002 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 26 26 26 31.14 120 36 19.13 163 08 09.18 0.021 0.013 0.017 0.008 0.010 0.024 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3068 490864.533 6937733.374 94.916 53.575 -0.019 0.000 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 26 25 50 50.92 116 40 55.36 162 20 45.07 0.021 0.013 0.016 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.016 0.032 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3069 490864.529 6937733.375 94.910 53.569 -0.015 -0.001 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 25 25 04 58.77 119 16 59.12 162 12 00.18 0.021 0.013 0.017 0.008 0.010 0.024 0.017 0.034 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3070 490864.531 6937733.380 94.919 53.578 -0.016 -0.006 -0.023 -0.049 Applied 27 26 55 58.35 119 11 38.78 165 32 50.75 0.021 0.013 0.017 0.008 0.011 0.024 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3071 490864.532 6937733.376 94.915 53.574 -0.018 -0.002 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 27 27 25 55.72 115 48 02.24 161 28 11.52 0.022 0.013 0.017 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3072 490864.529 6937733.377 94.920 53.580 -0.015 -0.003 -0.024 -0.051 Applied 27 27 03 07.40 115 04 50.73 161 42 02.86 0.021 0.013 0.017 0.007 0.011 0.025 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3073 490864.531 6937733.377 94.923 53.582 -0.017 -0.003 -0.026 -0.053 Applied 28 28 14 21.81 111 56 30.32 163 37 14.73 0.021 0.013 0.017 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.017 0.032 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3074 490864.531 6937733.379 94.916 53.575 -0.017 -0.005 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 28 28 07 28.80 114 14 16.83 156 12 56.19 0.020 0.013 0.016 0.007 0.011 0.025 0.016 0.031 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3075 490864.531 6937733.379 94.914 53.573 -0.017 -0.005 -0.018 -0.044 Applied 26 26 02 02.41 117 23 35.98 164 58 14.79 0.020 0.012 0.016 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.016 0.031 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3076 490864.534 6937733.378 94.920 53.579 -0.020 -0.004 -0.024 -0.050 Applied 26 25 55 24.82 111 31 00.72 164 37 52.43 0.019 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3077 490864.534 6937733.381 94.914 53.573 -0.019 -0.007 -0.018 -0.044 Applied 25 25 17 35.92 109 05 57.50 167 20 22.65 0.018 0.012 0.014 0.006 0.010 0.023 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3078 490864.534 6937733.381 94.915 53.575 -0.020 -0.007 -0.019 -0.046 Applied 27 26 33 21.57 116 32 12.42 162 44 46.17 0.019 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3079 490864.536 6937733.383 94.914 53.574 -0.022 -0.009 -0.018 -0.045 Applied 26 26 12 02.71 114 21 49.22 163 38 05.96 0.019 0.012 0.014 0.007 0.010 0.024 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3080 490864.538 6937733.391 94.922 53.581 -0.024 -0.017 -0.026 -0.052 Applied 27 27 14 06.84 119 36 12.84 168 37 31.87 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.024 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3081 490864.539 6937733.389 94.916 53.575 -0.024 -0.015 -0.020 -0.046 Applied 28 28 20 04.64 120 42 25.19 166 14 26.54 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.024 0.015 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3082 490864.538 6937733.394 94.920 53.580 -0.024 -0.020 -0.024 -0.051 Applied 30 29 31 08.76 118 43 18.33 157 36 52.33 0.020 0.014 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3083 490864.539 6937733.388 94.910 53.569 -0.025 -0.014 -0.014 -0.040 Applied 29 28 58 08.24 128 03 24.46 165 20 04.52 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.009 0.010 0.023 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3084 490864.539 6937733.389 94.914 53.573 -0.025 -0.015 -0.018 -0.044 Applied 30 29 58 44.11 125 28 50.39 165 31 27.66 0.022 0.014 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.025 0.017 0.033 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3085 490864.534 6937733.388 94.915 53.574 -0.020 -0.014 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 30 29 54 27.95 118 52 46.47 163 38 28.61 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.014 0.027 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3086 490864.533 6937733.389 94.918 53.577 -0.019 -0.015 -0.022 -0.048 Applied 30 30 14 15.30 108 30 50.21 157 50 56.33 0.020 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.012 0.028 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3087 490864.534 6937733.385 94.907 53.566 -0.020 -0.011 -0.011 -0.037 Applied 28 28 27 55.62 108 19 46.35 161 14 09.27 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.006 0.011 0.028 0.014 0.027 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3088 490864.529 6937733.385 94.917 53.576 -0.015 -0.011 -0.021 -0.047 Applied 29 28 45 26.86 116 38 17.97 161 53 41.41 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.014 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3089 490864.534 6937733.387 94.915 53.574 -0.020 -0.013 -0.019 -0.045 Applied 30 30 05 28.42 120 45 58.31 163 49 51.04 0.020 0.014 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3090 490864.532 6937733.384 94.908 53.568 -0.018 -0.010 -0.012 -0.039 Applied 30 29 51 48.34 120 18 23.84 157 49 52.86 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.025 0.015 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3091 490864.531 6937733.383 94.912 53.571 -0.017 -0.009 -0.016 -0.042 Applied 31 30 32 37.36 115 06 00.07 157 42 42.79 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3092 490864.533 6937733.379 94.906 53.565 -0.019 -0.005 -0.010 -0.036 Applied 30 30 15 26.61 113 03 53.27 156 18 24.08 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.026 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3093 490864.533 6937733.381 94.911 53.570 -0.018 -0.007 -0.015 -0.041 Applied 31 31 08 31.15 110 06 13.53 157 31 31.91 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.007 0.011 0.027 0.014 0.027 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3094 490864.533 6937733.380 94.917 53.577 -0.019 -0.006 -0.021 -0.048 Applied 31 31 01 54.16 110 07 55.59 161 06 04.20 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.007 0.011 0.027 0.015 0.029 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3095 490864.529 6937733.382 94.913 53.573 -0.014 -0.008 -0.017 -0.044 Applied 31 30 34 47.89 107 06 09.03 165 17 33.46 0.019 0.013 0.014 0.006 0.011 0.027 0.014 0.028 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3096 490864.532 6937733.380 94.912 53.571 -0.018 -0.006 -0.016 -0.042 Applied 28 27 43 10.88 111 14 57.02 173 14 17.92 0.018 0.012 0.014 0.007 0.010 0.023 0.014 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3097 490864.526 6937733.380 94.904 53.563 -0.012 -0.006 -0.008 -0.034 Applied 28 27 42 03.46 116 48 58.52 166 22 57.87 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.007 0.010 0.022 0.013 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3098 490864.526 6937733.379 94.907 53.566 -0.012 -0.005 -0.011 -0.037 Applied 27 27 08 39.52 123 12 15.15 175 11 15.32 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.007 0.009 0.021 0.013 0.026 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3099 490864.527 6937733.376 94.909 53.568 -0.012 -0.002 -0.013 -0.039 Applied 26 26 09 51.88 126 57 31.58 176 30 06.77 0.017 0.011 0.013 0.007 0.009 0.020 0.013 0.025 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1
GS_Auto_3100 490864.528 6937733.375 94.914 53.574 -0.014 -0.001 -0.018 -0.045 Applied 28 27 56 11.05 127 33 01.60 170 26 16.43 0.020 0.012 0.015 0.008 0.010 0.022 0.015 0.030 1.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.1





Height AHD Easting Northing
Ellip. 
Height AHD CQ 3D Horiz SU Vert SU
MIN 490864.521 6937733.363 94.879 53.539 -0.030 -0.029 -0.026 -0.053 0.017 0.020 0.022
MAX 490864.544 6937733.403 94.923 53.582 -0.007 0.011 0.017 -0.010 0.030 0.049 0.044
MEAN 490864.533 6937733.379 94.910 53.570 -0.019 -0.005 -0.014 -0.041 0.021 0.030 0.028
STDEV.S 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.003 0.008 0.004
CI 95% 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.005 0.015 0.008
Δs
